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QUASAR 
electroni c s 

Get Plugged Inl 

NEW! PC / Standalone Unipolar 
Stepper Motor Driver 
Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead 
unipolar stepper motor 
rated up to 6 Amps max. 
Provides speed and direc
tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC
controlled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards 
can be connected to a single parallel port 
Supply 9Vdc PCB 80x50mm. 
Kit Order Code : 3179KT - £11.95 
Assembled Order Code AS3179 - £19.95 

NEW! Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver 
Drive any bi-polar stepper 
motor using externally sup
plied 5V levels for stepping 
and direction control. These 
usually come from software 
running on a computer 
Supply 8-30Vdc. PCB 75x85mm. 
Kit Order Code 3158KT - £15.95 
Assembled Order Code : AS3158 - £29.95 

NEW! Bidirectional DC Motor Controller 
Controls the speed of 
most common DC 
motors (rated up to 
16Vdc/5A) in both the 
forward and reverse 
direction. The range 

of control is from fully OFF to fully ON in both 
directions. The direction and speed are con
trolled using a single potentiometer Screw 
terminal block for connections . 
Kit Order Code 3166KT - £16.95 
Assembled Order Code AS3166 - £25.95 

DC Motor Speed Controller (100V/7.5A) 
Control the speed of 
almost any common 
DC motor rated up to 
1 OOV 17. 5A . Pulse width 
modulation output for 
maximum motor torque 

at all speeds Supply 5-15Vdc. Box supplied . 
Dimensions (mm) 60Wx100Lx60H 
Kit Order Code 3067KT - £13.95 
Assembled Order Code AS3067 - £20.95 

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) 
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix). 

Controllers & Loggers 
Here are just a few of the controller and 
data acquisition and control units we have. 
See website for full details. Suitable PSU 
for all units : Order Code PSU445 £S.95 

Serial Isolated 110 Relay Module 
Computer controlled 8-
channel relay board . 5A 
mains rated relay outputs . 
4 isolated digital inputs 
Useful in a variety of con
trol and sensing applica
tions. Controlled via serial 
port for programming 

(using our new Windows interface, terminal 
emulator or batch files) Includes plastic case 
130x100x30mm. Supply 12Vdc/500mA. 
Kit Order Code 31 08KT - £54.95 
Assembled Order Code AS310S - £64.95 

Computer Temperature Data logger 
4-channel temperature log
ger for serial port °C or OF 
Continuously logs up to 4 
separate sensors located 
200m+ from board . Wide 
range of free software appli

cations for storing/using data. PCB just 
3Sx3Smm. Powered by Pc. Includes one 
DS1820 sensor and four header cables 
Kit Order Code 3145KT - £1 8.95 
Assembled Order Code AS3145 - £25.95 
Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each 

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote 
State-of-the-Art High security. 
4 channels . Momentary or 
latching relay output Range 
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx 's can 
be learnt by one Rx (kit in
cludes one Tx but more avail 
able separately) . 4 indicator LED's . Rx PCB 
77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby) Two and 
Ten channel versions also available . 
Kit Order Code 3180KT - £44.95 
Assembled Order Code AS3180 - £51.95 

NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher 
Call your phone number 
using a DTMF phone from 
anywhere in the world and 
remotely turn on/off any of 
the 4 relays as desired. 
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User settable Security Password, Anti 
Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and 
Lockout Includes plastic case. Not BT ap
proved. 130x11 Ox30mm. Power 12Vdc. 
Kit Order Code 3140KT - £46.95 
Assembled Order Code AS3140 - £64.95 

Infrared RC Relay Board 
Individually control 12 on
board relays with included 
infrared remote control unit 
Toggle or momentary 15m+ 
range 112x122mm. Supply 12Vdc/0.5A 
Kit Order Code 3142KT - £47.95 
Assembled Order Code AS3142 - £66.95 

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer 
USB/Serial connection Header 
cable for ICSP. Free Windows 
XP software Wide range of 
supported PICs - see website for 

.... __ complete listing ZIF Socket/USB 
lead not included . Supply 16-18Vdc. 
Kit Order Code 3149EKT - £37.95 
Assembled Order Code AS31 49E - £52.95 

NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer 
USB PIC programmer for all 
'Flash ' devices. No external 
power supply making it truly 
portable . Supplied with box and 
Windows Software. ZI F Socket 
and USB lead not included. 
Assembled Order Code AS3128 - £44.95 

" PICAll" PIC Programmer 
"PICALL" will program virtu
ally all 8 to 40 pin serial-mode 
AND parallel-mode 
(PIC16C5x family) pro

grammed PIC micro controllers Free fully 
functional software. Blank chip auto detect for 
super fast bulk programming Parallel port 
connection. Supply 16-18Vdc 
Assembled Order Code AS3117 - £24.95 

ATMEl 89xxxx Programmer 
Uses serial port and any 
standard terminal comms 
program. Program/ Read/ 
Verify Code Data , Write 
Fuse/Lock Bits, Erase and 
Blank Check. 4 LED's display the status. ZIF 
sockets not included Supply 16-18Vdc 
Kit Order Code 3123KT - £24.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95 
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DC - DC Conuerters Philip Uoio and Chester Firek discuss EMI solutions for switched-mode D 
C -DC converters 

The neKt Great Innouation Tristan Lewinsohn presents a new type of semiconductor that 

directly converts heat from any source into electricity 

OptimiSing The Power management Solutions for 
Hpplications Processors Sheldon Mah analyses the power management options available 
today for portable application processors 

Book Reuiew 

Tips 'n' Tricks 

letters 

Circuit Ideas 

8-pin Flash PICmicro microcontrollers 

Rejection filter with an impedance inverter • Wide range continuity tester • White LED torch 

RoHS 

UKDl 
Gary Nevison answers readers' questions relating to the RoHS and WEEE directives 

by Chris Williams 

Products 
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Version 10 features 
• Intelligent Gerber Import option 
• Track/Shape 'Hug' Mode Routing 

• Text Callouts 
• Layer & Via Stack Previews 
• Blind & Buried Via Support 

• Teardrop Pads 
• Draw Spacing Clearances 
• Spiral Tracks & Shapes 
Plus many more exciting features ...... 

pied 
~ 

Technology 

1 GS/s sampling rate 

2S0MHz bandwidth 

128M sample buffer memory 

12SMS/s 12 bit AWG built In 

Easy-PC version 10 sets another milestone 
Winning accolades the world over, Easy-PC for Windows V I 0 
is another major milestone in the evolution of this extremely 
popular software tool. Try a demonstration copy of Easy-PC 
and prepare to be amazed at the power, versatility and 
remarkable value for money. 

PicoScope 5203 
32M buffer £ 1195 

PicoScope 5204 
128M buffer £ 1795 

Fully integrated Schematics & PCB layout in a single 
application complete with forward and back annotation. 
Design and rules checks at all stages ensure integrity at 
all times. Professional manufacturing outputs allow you 
to finish the design process with ease. 

Stop press... Stop press... Stop press... Stop press ... 
Easy-PC imports Eagle files as well as T sien Boardmaker 2 files 

call for a brochure, prices & CD on +44 (0) 1684 773662 
or e-mail sales@numberone.com 

you can also download a demo from 

www.numberone.com 
Oak Lane. Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos. GL20 7LR. United Kingdom 
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Show schools 
the way 

l COMMENT 

Whenever I speak to any UK firm (see Technology section, 
page 4), one thing that regularly crops up in the conver
sation is how great the local design skills are. Funnily 

enough, these very skills seem to be at risk of becoming a dying 
kind in the UK. 

A recent research of UK engineering academics and students has 
painted an alarming picture of a skills crisis brewing in the UK 
engineering industry. The survey, conducted by Loudhouse on behalf 
of the UK-headquartered high-reliability electronic systems developer 
C-MAC, questioned some 100 engineering heads of department and 
250 undergraduate engineering students, and resulted in a clear 
warning that the UK's engineering industry is in terminal decline and 
needs an urgent action to attract and recruit more students. 

However, how do you entice pupils to study engineering when they 
claim it is boring, hard and too theoretical? Even those students 
who enrol on an engineering course either do not finish it or simply 
do not go into engineering jobs. 

Among many other problems, such as lack of suitable jobs after 
graduation , clearly the engineering degree courses suffer from a 
poor image. But, I do wonder why. There isn 't a pre-pubescent kid 
who does not have a mobile phone , or one that does not use a PC 
or indeed own a games console. They are the first generation to 
adopt technology and are highly adept to using it. Indeed, it is more 
intuitive to them than to an ageing grown-up. How can schools and 
universities fail to make that connection between these systems 
and engineering and explain how cool technology is and the future 
advances it could make? 

So, maybe we should familiarise the teachers first with technology 
so they can fully understand the real role of engineering in our every 
day lives and, hopefully, this should help to try and bridge at least 
the image problem currently plaguing engineering courses. Maybe 
it's time we simplified the problem and started with small steps. 

Svetlana Josifovska 
Editor 

Disdainer: We work hard to ensure that the information presented in Electroaks Worhi is accurate. However, the publisher will n~t:~_:e:::~ .. ~ 
injury or loss of earnings that may result from applying information presented in the magazine. It is your tQ fall~~lt'~nJ.iI 
laws relating to dealing with your customers and suppliers, and with safety practices relating to working 
as regards electric shock, fire hazards and explosions. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

EAGLE for EUVL 
A new MEDEA+ project named EAGLE aims to develop an 
Extreme Ultra Violet Lithography (EUVL) platform for volume 
manufacture, which is expected to serve for the next decade. 
It will enable industry to produce ICs for the 32nm node in 
2009, as in the ITRS roadmap. 

Lithography tool manufacturers have now decided that the 
source power for EUVL tools providing a throughput of 100 
wafers per hour should be 180W at the Intermediate Focus 
(IF) for resists that require a 10mJjcm2 dose. MEDEA+ R&D 
results are now being used to develop EUVL tools towards the 
required power level. The latest research by ASML with Sn 
sources, in terms of power output, debris control and spectral 
purity, suggests that such sources are scalable to the required 
power level for production systems within about two years. 
However, continued work on source reliability will be needed. 
This time-frame also depends on many other factors, such as 
the readiness of EUV reticles and resists. 

Relatively new Sn source technology limits current power to 
20-50W at the IF. ASML has supplied two alpha demonstration 
tools to research partners which will be qualified on site with 
Sn-based sources in 2007. Sources in the past were based 
on Xe, which do not seem to be scalable to the 180W 
required at the IF. ASML plans to ship pre-production EUVL 
tools in 2009, followed about two years later by systems that 

ASML is working on EUVL tools, planning 
to start shipping the pre-production versions in 2009 

can meet the desired 100 wafers per hour level. Laser 
plasma sources are potentially able to provide adequate 
power, but are not cost-effective, so research has 
concentrated on discharge plasma Sn sources. ASML 
says that it is too early to firmly predict the precise type 
of source that will be used in future systems, but work 
with laser triggered , multiplexed Sn sources is very 
promising in terms of the power produced, the heat load 
and electrode erosion. 

Non-volatile on-chip re-programmable 
memory technology from Europe 
A Non-volatile Embedded Memory for Systems-On-Silicon 
(NEMeSyS) project will develop embedded Non-Volatile 
Memory (NVM) technology for integration into standard 
baseline CMOS technologies. The emphasis will focus on 
NVM electrically erasable and programmable read-only 
memory, such as Flash and EEPROM, to create program
mable product platforms for system-on-chip realisation. 

This MEDEA+ 2T201 project will enable the industrial 
MEDEA+ partners to generate innovative techniques for 
rapidly expanding markets. They are expected to be 
especially useful in the previously unavailable field of 
sub-l00nm CMOS, where feature density, performance, 
size/weight ratio and cost are vital factors that can be met 
only by higher levels of integration with embedded NVM. 

Programmable on-chip NVM enables the same chip to 
be adapted to various applications, thus greatly reducing 
costs and addreSSing the paradox between low volume 
system-on-chip products and mass production. NVM 
tunnel oxide and programme/erase voltages do not scale 
satisfactorily, so they are posing increasing problems 
with each new generation of yet smaller devices. Stacked 
gate NVM is still considered the technology of choice 
down to 65nm and less, but is expected to become more 
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and more difficult to realise with smaller features. Thus, 
the main challenge will be the scaling of stacked gate 
technology for new device generations. Hence, a decision 
has to be made about the possible implementation of 
other technologies, such as magnetic RAM that could be 
potentially useful. R&D on innovative cell options, such 
as Silicon Oxide/NitridejOxidejSilicon (SONOS), will 
bring these closer to industrialisation. 

A reduction of the time needed to validate and indus
trialise novel NVM cell concepts and process options is 
required to ensure European companies are competitive 
in global telecommunications, wireless communications, 
smartcard, consumer and automotive electronics. Global 
competition comes from the US and Far East, especially 
for NVM applications in the smartcard, consumer and 
automotive sectors. 

The project started in January 2005 and is scheduled 
to run until December 2008. It is led by Frans List of 
Philips, The Netherlands, with other partners being 
Atmel, CEA-LETI, IMEC, Infineon Technologies and 
STMicroelectronics. The technology options being 
developed will be transferred to the production sites 
used by the partners. 



Bright luture lor 
phase-change 
lIellorv 
A new non-volatile memory could be the successor 
to the flash memory chips used in memory sticks, 
digital cameras and portable music players. 
Developed by scientists from IBM, Macronix and 
Qimonda collaborating at IBM Research Labs in the 
US, the new memory is far faster and much smaller 
than conventional flash memory. A prototype device 
switched over 500 times more rapidly than flash, 
while using less than half the power to write data to 
a cell. Even more remarkable is the miniscule cross
section of the device, just 3 x 20nm - far smaller 
than Flash can currently be made, and equivalent to 
the expectation of the chip making industry for 
2015. 

At the heart of the devices is a tiny piece of 
semiconductor alloy. It can be changed very rapidly 
between an ordered, crystalline phase having low 
electrical resistance and a disordered, amorphous 
phase with much higher electrical resistance. As no 
electrical power is required to maintain either phase of 
the material, this phase-change memory is non-volatile, 
retaining data when using no power. 

The phase of the material is set by the amplitude 
and duration of an electrical pulse that heats it. When 
heated to a temperature just above its melting pOint, 
the alloy's energised atoms move around in random 
arrangements. When the electrical pulse suddenly 
ceases, the atoms are frozen into a random, amor
phous phase. If the pulse is turned off more slowly, 
over about 10ns, this allows enough time for the atoms 
to rearrange themselves back into the well-ordered 
crystalline phase. 

The new material is a germanium-antimony alloy to 
which small amounts of dopants have been added to 
enhance the properties. Simulation studies enabled the 
researchers to fine-tune and optimise the material's 
properties and to study details of its crystallisation 
behaviour. 

"These results dramatically demonstrate that phase
change memory has a very bright future," said Dr T. C. 
Chen, VP of science and technology at IBM Research. 
"Many expect flash memory to encounter significant 
scaling limitations in the near future, but we have a 
new phase-change memory material with high perfor
mance, even in an extremely small volume. This 
should ultimately lead to phase-change memories that 
will be very attractive for many applications." 

TECHNOLOGY 

'Designed in the 
UK', but for how 
long? 
A pioneering design-orientated distribution start-up from 
Hertfordshire, UK, says that this country should be proud of 
its design skills and advertise them directly on finished 
products. 

"We need to fly the British flag as there is a lot of design 
taking place in the UK. There's a great entrepreneurial spirit 
and a lot of brains here," said Trevor Cullen, managing director 
of Broadband Technology. "We need to carry the 'Designed in 
the UK' badge, like the Evoke DAB radio receiver - it carries 
the 'Made in China' and 'Designed in the UK' badges." 

However, when asked how easy it is to recruit the right mix 
of skills in the UK, Cullen said: "It's hard. We are looking for 
eight people at the moment, with 75% digital skills and 25% 
analogue skills, but they should be able to sell well too." 

Broadband sells and designs in electronic components. 
John Walters, founder and chairman of UK electronics 

subcontracting firm with operations in the UK and abroad 
agrees: "The UK still has the best design engineers and the 
best imagination to create new designs. But, we've been 
faCing daunting challenges including the lack of skills due to 
universities and colleges not focusing on attracting students 
to engineering." 

Design talent in the UK may become a lost wealth if the 
government, the industry and academia do not do something 
imminently to attract more students in the engineering 
disciplines. A recent study commissioned by electronics 

contract manu
facturer C-MAC 
highlighted that 
over the past 
three years there 
are 45% less 
students enrol
ling in UK engine
ering courses. To 
a great degree 
this has been 
blamed on 
schools, which do 
not do enough to 
promote the 
benefits of 
engineering to 
pupils; lower pay 
for UK qualified 
engineers; and 
lack of suitable 
jobs to get into 
straight after 
graduation. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

SOl plus strained 
silicon will improve 
device performance 
A pan-European collaborative project will 
create an industrial source of large dia
meter strained silicon-on-insulator (sSOI) 
wafers for producing high performance 
devices. 

The MEDEA+ project, known as SilOnIS, 
aims to combine SOl architectures with 
advanced forms of strained silicon to 
produce transistors and ICs with improved 
performance by virtue of the greater charge 
carrier mobilities and better transistor 

lonlloff ratios among others. SilOnlS will not 
only combine SOl with high mobility global 
strained silicon, but will also use local or 
'process-induced' strain at the device level. 
It is expected to anticipate the require
ments of advanced SOl substrates for the 
next generation of devices using the nodes 
of 45nm and below. 

Project leader Bruno Ghyselen 

of Soitec, France, explained 

The researchers have achieved signi
ficant sSOI material improvements, with a 
typical defect density of only 0.2 defects/ 
cm2. FD SOl devices with 25nm short, 
narrow gates and a Ti nitride/Hafnium 
oxide gate stack have been produced. 

The partners involved in SilOnls include 
Si-based substrate suppliers (Soitec and 
Siltronic), IC manufacturers (STMicro
electronics, Freescale Semiconductor, NXP), 
equipment suppliers (ASM and AIXIRON), 
specific metrology equipment suppliers 
(Horiba, Sopra, OMI, Accent) and public 
R&D labs with specialist material expertise 
(CEA-LETI, MPI lVIikrostrukturphysik, 
Forschungszentrum Julich) . 

The project is due to complete in 
December. 

Strain = (aSt.sraSl)/aSi (%) 
that as the device dimensions 
shrink, the transistor scaling 
calls for more strain in the 
silicon, yet there is less space 
for external stressors to be 
used to create that strain. He 
said that current results 
include the demonstration and 
sampling of 300mm sSOI 
wafer substrates, including thin 
fully-depleted (FD SOl) wafers, 
thick partly-depleted (PO SOl) 
wafers and FINFET 3D 
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whole wafer level can be attained by the epitaxial growth of silicon onto a layer 
of relaxed silicon doped germanium (SIGe). Strain occurs because the atomic 
spacing Is slightly larger In SIGe than In relaxed silicon and this stretches the 
Inter-atomlc separation of the silicon atoms so that It Is similar to that In the 
SIGe layer. 

As the germanium content of the SIGe rises, the strain In the silicon Inc ... 
ases and this enhances electron mobility. The amount of strain required to 
achieve high enhancement of the hole mobility Is considerably larger than that 
needed to similarly enhance the electron mobility. 
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Asian distributors will re-write 
Western distribution business 
Asian distributors are likely to change 
the landscape of the European 
distribution market and fast. So says 
Adam Fletcher, chairman of the 
Association of Franchised Distributors 
of Electronic Components (AFDEC) 
Limited. 

"The Asian distributors can't gain 
greater foothold in Asia any more, so 
they'll look west to Europe and the US. 
Europe is first so we'll see a lot more 
acquisitions in Europe over the next 
one to three years," he said. "These 
distributors are more stakeholder
based rather than family based and, 
so, they'll be more open to moving to 
Europe." 

Out of Western-headquartered global 
distributors, Avnet and Arrow have some 
50% of the business. They have already 
seen a dramatic growth mainly driven by 
the Asian tigers. According to Fletcher, 
the question for franchised distributors 
in two to five years' time is "what will 
the Asian distributors do in Europe?" 

"In this business you can't organi
cally grow fast so you'll have to 
acquire and they can pick by territory. 
Anybody is a potential target. There 
are opportunities in Germany and in 
the Eastern Europe market, where 
there are easier targets," said 
Fletcher. 

Not only that the Asian distributors 
will start acquiring European and US 
businesses but they are also likely to 
change the business of distribution. 
"Asian distributors are looking at a 
different business model. One or two 
things can happen: they'll move their 
business model to our way of thinking 
or us to theirs. I suspect it'll be a bit 
of both. But, it'll be difficult for us to 
achieve the margins that they operate 
on in Asia. It's down to the very low 
cost of components there. In Asia, 
there's also a lot of inter-distributor 
trading going on, all of which [in the 
chain] are making between 3% and 5% 
on the components." 

Semiconductor business 
trends, according to TSMC 
Chuck Byers, director at the Taiwanese 
semiconductor fabrication giant TSMC, 
says that over the next three to five 
years there will be a greater consoli
dation in the IC manufacturing space. 
"I n the 80s there were some 22 
different outfits making ICs, now there 
are only five to seven companies that 
have 90nm products. There's a trend 
for consolidation in the [IC] 
manufacturing space ." Byers also said 
that, at present , "consumerisation" is 
a driving trend in the semiconductor 
business, fuelled by products with 
shorter life-cycles. "Today the business 
is driven by some 40 applications. 
Statistically, it is driven by 15-year old 
girls [who shape the consumer 
space]," he sa id. 

In turn, the future of the semicon-

ductor industry, according to Byers, 
is in the "gigafabs", where monthly 
capacity exceeds 80,000 wafers. "With 
gigafabs you qualify one fab instead of 
three to quickly rump up to efficient 
volumes. It also means equipment for 
one fab instead of three." 

Byers also said that Design-For
Manufacture (DUF) adopted in the EDA 
businesses is helping the semicon
ductor makers to bring out ' right first 
time' silicon at ever smaller geometry 
nodes. "Because of DUF, 65nm offers 
a lot more 'right first time' silicon. If 
you don't have DUF 
in place you 're going to kill the node." 
Process-wise, Silicon-On-Insulator (SOl) 
will be made optimal at the 45nm 
node but will be standard at 32nm, 
added Byers. 
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• 60 Years of High Voltage Experience 

• Integrated, Custom Designed Solutions 
for Your Applications 
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ISO Certified Production Facilities 

• Global Sales and Service 

Global manufacturers of RoHS Analyzers 
choose Spellman X-Ray generators as the 
gold standard for precision, stability 
and reliability. 

Spellman sets the standard for high voltage 

innovation. Contact us today to learn more. Call 
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INSIGHT 

The hard 
drive. I I I 

SOY ars on 
On the 50th anniversary of the hard drive, its 

future still looks bright, says John Fox, EMEA 

Business Development Manager at Hitachi 

Global Storage Technologies 

From time to time, we in the hard disk drive 
industry are faced with prognosticators' 
visions for the impending demise of the hard 

drive. But after 50 years, the industry remains 
healthy and growing. 

This year, the hard disk drive (HDD) industry is 
celebrating its 50th anniversary. And the march of 
time has been good. Over the last 50 years, the 
industry has experienced a phenomenal pace of 
technological advances that has led to a 70-million
fold increase in areal density, the measurement of 
how much data can be placed on a disk. 

As we look into the future, the prospects for the 
health and longevity of the HDD industry continue to 
look bright. For most of the hard drive's lifespan, it 
has been targeted at large mainframe storage 
systems and, from the beginning of the 1980s, at 
the PC and notebook PC. Both of these applications 
clearly still exist today and continue to thrive. But 
beginning in the late 1990s, with the introduction of 
the first 1-inch Microdrive from IBM, now produced 
by Hitachi, we began to see the changing face of the 
application for hard disk drives. 

Today, the industry is headed toward a huge 
period of growth, driven by the use of hard drives in 
consumer electronics devices, especially video 
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applications. In fact, we believe digital video is the 
next "killer application" for hard disk drives. 
According to industry analyst firm, TrendFOCUS, 
digital video will be the next primary catalyst for the 
growth of hard-disk based storage in consumer 
electronics, with the predominant shift occurring in 
2006. TrendFOCUS projects that video-based CE 
devices requiring hard drives will grow 80% this year. 
Apple Computer's announcement of its latest video 
iPod and new iTV are a testament to this trend. 

This demand for capacity is what continues to 
make hard drives the ideal storage medium for a 
large set of applications, even though new forms of 
storage, like flash, are becoming more readily 
available. Flash can offer reasonable capacity levels 
at fixed price points. This, of course, is why lower 
capacity points, such as 1 and 2 gigabytes, are now 
primarily served by flash at relatively low prices. If we 
look not too far back in time, we recall that many of 
the applications that now use flash were pioneered by 
hard disk drives. The 1 or 2 gigabyte flash cards now 
found in many digital cameras followed Microdrives in 
the very same application. While flash will continue to 
make sense for low-capacity applications, hard disk 
drives remain the "work horse" for applications 
requiring high capacity and high performance. 



To keep pace with the ever-increasing demand for 
more storage capacity, companies like Hitachi are 
engaged in research into advanced technologies 
that will extend the life of the hard drive, and 
allow the industry to continue to double capacity 
every two years, taking full advantage of the 
exponential growth in these consumer devices. 

The first of these technologies, Perpendicular 
Magnetic Recording (PMR), began shipping in 
volume this year. Perpendicular recording aligns 
the magnetic direction of the bits on a disk 
vertically, or perpendicular to the disk. In contrast, 
its predecessor longitudinal recording aligns the 
magnetic direction of data bits horizontally, 
parallel to the surface of the disk. With 

strating the hard drive's resilience, with strong 
product roadmaps well into the next decade. 

L'NS'GHT 
Storage capacity will continue to double every two 
years with extensions to perpendicular recording like 
patterned media and thermally-assisted recording. 
We will continue to see even more reliable and 
secure hard drive technology that is also more 
power efficient, more rugged and increasingly 
tailored to CE devices. We'll see a proliferation of 
the numbers and types of applications that use hard 
drives - particularly in the high-growth consumer 
electronics market. 

The march to keep pace with the growing hunger 
for storage capacity continues unabated, and the 

a perpendicular orientation, the 
magnetic field used to write the 
information on the disk can be made 
much stronger. This allows the magnetic 
material storing the bits to be thicker 
and much more resistant to changing 

" While flash will continue to make sense for low-
capacit, applications, hard disk drives remain the 

its magnetic direction. Because of 
these changes, perpendicular recording 
is much more stable and, thus, reliable 

"work horse" for applications requiring high capacit, 
and high performance " 

as bits are made smaller for greater 
densities. 

The first PMR based drives were delivered this 
year, including Hitachi's 2.5-inch Travelstar and 
CinemaStar products, targeted to notebook and 
"slim" DVR applications, respectively. 

Looking out into the future, we expect to continue 
to see major breakthroughs in areal density, demon-

Optional: 
• SoIliermask 
• Fast-/urnarourrti 
• Si/kscrll8ll 
• Hoyer Muhilayer 
• 6-£oyer Muhi/oyer 

hard disk drive industry looks to develop new 
products that will manage the explosion of digital 
content - content that needs to be stored, 
searched, retrieved and shared. Analysts believe 
the industry will ship more hard drives in the next 
five years than it has in the last 50. I'd say the 
future indeed looks bright. 

RADIO MODULES 
FOR WIRELESS DATA-LINKS 

Simply send your files 
and order ONLINE: ,C.·'OOL.COM 
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COMPANY PROFILE 

THE KIN 
F BLUET 

eing able to ship two 
million units every day 
is a luxury which, for 
most technology 
products today, would 
be closer to fantasy 

than anything else. Yet, for the Bluetooth commu
nity this is a reality that was worth waiting for after 
weathering a stormy start at the turn of the new 
millennium. 

An explosive growth in demand for products 
featuring the short-range wireless communications 
technology has taken the total number of Bluetooth 
devices sold worldwide beyond the one billion mark. 
Annual sales have been consistently doubling since 
2002, fuelled mainly by mobile phones and head
sets. Computer peripherals such as wireless mice, 
keyboards and printers have also contributed to 
this growth, while a new breed of products from 
automotive to multimedia consumer applications is 
starting to gain traction. 

The notion that such healthy figures actually 
belong to an industry that is formed by over 6000 
companies - and, therefore, can't be directly linked 
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to the fortunes of any single one of them - is only 
half true when the company in question is 
Cambridge Silicon Radio. Most commonly known by 
its initials, CSR owns today 50% of the market for 
Bluetooth ICs. In other words, of the two million 
Bluetooth-enabled products that will be sold today, 
half of them will be fitted with a CSR chip. 

The Cambridge-based firm is not only the overall 
market leader, but it's also the number one 
supplier in every category of Bluetooth devices. In 
some of them it enjoys an almost ridiculous lead. 
Take wireless headsets, where 90% of all products 
currently manufactured incorporate Bluetooth 
silicon designed by CSR; or laptops with over 70% 
of all design wins, including at OEMs such as 
Apple, Dell, IBM, NEC and Sony. 

The list of CSR customers includes practically all 
the big names as far as mobile phone vendors go. 
Nokia, Motorola, Samsung, BenQ and NEC are all 
included, while automotive manufacturers such as 
BMW, SAAB and Audi have also ordered CSR silicon 
for their in-car communication systems. 

"It's interesting that they weren't necessarily the 
first people in Bluetooth, but they were the ones 
who clearly grew the fastest and took over the 
market," notes Will Strauss, principal analyst with 
DSP market research firm Forward Concepts. He 
recalls that a company called Silicon Wave (later 
acquired by another one called RFMD, which in turn 
was recently bought by Qualcomm) had actually 
managed to launch a product before CSR. "But for 
whatever reason they never really developed into a 
big market player. CSR was much more aggressive 
and obviously came out with good working silicon 
that the market really did like." 

Blue Chip 
CSR's dominance of the Bluetooth silicon market 

is not coincidental. Ten years before the company 
emerged as a spin-off from Cambridge Consultants 
in 1998, the team of engineers that eventually 
founded the company was already working on a 
series of research projects which demonstrated for 
the first time that low-cost RF CMOS ICs had the 
potential to bring unprecedented levels of size and 
cost efficiencies to the design of mobile phones. 



LCOMPANY PROFILE 

JUAN PABLO CONTI LOOKS AT 
HOW CSR GREW FROM A SMALL 

BUNCH OF RESEARCHERS IN 
CAMBRIDGE TO BECOME EUROPE'S 

LARGEST FABLESS 
SEMICONDUCTOR COMPANY -

A concept was then formulated that helped 
propel CSR to its current position as Europe's 
largest fabless semiconductor manufacturer - a 
concept that is still at the heart of its most 
advanced Bluetooth chipsets. Called BlueCore, it's 
an approach to single-device design that tightly 
integrates a radio modem, baseband DSp, micro
controller and software. 

The inclusion of powerful and versatile DSPs 
have indeed characterised CSR ICs from the 
outset. The BlueCore platform - now in its fifth 
generation - includes a chipset targeting the 
headset market (BlueCore5 Multimedia) that 
features a 64 MIPS DSP named Kalimba. It 
provides enough power to load the device with a 
wide range of software applications that differen
tiate the product from those of competing vendors 
such as Broadcom or Texas Instruments (TI). 

Eric Janson, CSR's senior vice president of 
worldwide sales, says the chip also integrates a Li
ion battery charger and power management circuit : 
"We've swept in more of what would be normally 
on the circuit board in the headset, which means 
lower bill of materials and, of course, a smaller 
physical package. So now, in order to build a 
headset, all the components you'd have to add 
really are a battery, a speaker, a microphone, an 
antenna and that's about it." 

Janson confirmed that the company is targeting 
the first quarter of 2007 as the date when the first 
mass-produced mono and stereo headsets incor
porating the chip will hit the market, adding that 
"there are a lot of designs in progress". The chip 
meets the latest, Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) 
version of Bluetooth, which means a throughput of 
up to 3Mbitjs is supported. 

Beyond Bluetooth 
The fact that CSR was able to strike gold with 

Bluetooth was never going to prevent it from 
exploring opportunities opened up by other 
standardised wireless technologies. Wi-Fi, Ultra 
Wideband (UWB), FM radio and even a new 
technology developed by Nokia researchers for 
button cell-powered devices called Wibree are all 
part of the company's future plans. 

AT ONE POINT, EVEN BIGGER 
THAN ARM HOLDINGS 

Its Wi-Fi silicon is, in fact, at an advanced stage 
of development and the company has already 
secured a design deal with a major mobile phone 
maker for its UniFi chip. Announced at the end of 
2004, UniFi is not only CSR's first non-Bluetooth 

hardware, but also the materialisation of the 
company's grand vision for the role that 802 .11 
technology will play in the cellular world. 

While the company acknowledges that a signi
ficant number of smartphones already come 
equipped with Wi-Fi connectivity, it points out that 
these are mainly targeted at business users for 
applications such as broadband Internet access. 
CSR predicts it is only a matter of time before an 
alternative application area emerges from the 
marriage of Wi-Fi and cellular technologies: the 
'converged wireless phone' - not to be confused 
with fixed/wireless convergence. 

This vision encompasses conventional mobile 
phones (using 2G or 3G cellular infrastructure to 
route calls) that automatically switch to Wi-Fi mode 
(using Voice over IP - or VoIP) when they enter a 
hot-spot or are used in offices and homes fitted 
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with 802.11 access points. Although this sounds 
sensible (it would allow users to save money) and 
simple, the complications of adding an increasing 
number of radios (cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, FM, 
each with their own antenna needs) in such a 
confined space are vast. 

But CSR claims it has solved these challenges. 
Last May the company showed in London its UniFi-
1 and BlueCore4 Bluetooth solutions operating on 
the same board and without interfering with each 
other or the host device. This was proved by 
staging application scenarios in which both radios 
were operating simultaneously, such as taking a 
VolP call over a Wi-Fi link using a Bluetooth 
headset. 

Looking further down the line, the move towards 
higher integration is only likely to intensify, as 
Janson anticipates: "We are working on a chip that 
will integrate Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. We are also 
working on another chip that will integrate Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth and FM radio . And we are sampling a 
Bluetooth also FM radio in a single chip now. There 
will be other functions that will get added in as 
well, such as Near-Field Communications and 
Assisted GPS." 

Ultra Hungry 
At some point in mid-2007, the most radical 

new version of the Bluetooth spec will be 
released. It will integrate what many industry 
analysts had initially feared would be a competing 
short-range wireless technology to Bluetooth: 
UWB. 

"In order for UWB to make sense for something 
like a cell phone or a camcorder, it basically has 
to be friendly to the battery," says Janson. "The 
problem with the current UWB standards 
(especially Wireless USB) is that they're extremely 
power-hungry. You might say 'hang on a minute -
UWB is supposed to be very high-bandwidth and 
very low-power', right? In fact, UWB is very 
efficient at transmitting large amounts of data for 
a given current. But, the way the protocol stays 
connected is by looking for radio beacons and it's 
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"THEY WEREN'T 
NECESSAR I L Y THE 
FIRST PEOPLE IN 
BLUETOOTH, BUT 
THEY WERE THE 
ONES WHO 

CLEARL Y GREW 
THE FASTEST AND 
TOOK OUER THE 

MARKET," WILL 
STRAUSS, 

PRINCIPAL 
ANALYST, 

FORWARD 

CONCEPTS" 



CSR IN BRIEF 

Founded: 1998 (Cambridge Consultants spin-off) 
Headquarters: Cambridge, UK 
Chairman: John Whybrow 
CEO: John Scarisbrick 
Employees: 719 in 10 countries 
R&D team: 454 
Annual sales: $487m (2005) 
Net income: $83m (2005) 
Listed: London Stock Exchange 

THREATS AHEAD 

LCOMPANY PROFILE 

Whether CSR proves as successful in the new wireless technologies it looks to address as it has been in 
Bluetooth, it remains to be seen. But , accord ing to Forward Concepts ana lyst Will Strauss, the chipmaker 
doesn't have much of an option: "Bluetooth is nice, but companies like Qualcomm (which just bought some 
Bluetooth IP) and Texas Instruments wi ll ultimately take the IP and try to put it into a single-chip so lution in a 
cell phone. That is not goi ng to kil l the market , but it will diminish it for separate chips. We are now probably 
three years off before we start see ing t hese big companies making noticeable inroads into the discrete 
Bluetooth chip market that is owned today by CSR. I don't think this is a near-term concern for them, but they 
certainly do have to expand their product portfo lio." 

So does CSR agree with t his warn ing? " If we were doing nothing about integrating devices and radios, then I 
would agree," replies Janson. "But we are al ready doing that and we' ll be sampling at about the same time as 
these other guys. 

"Now, if he is talki ng about integrating these things into the baseband chip, then we disagree completely. 
Integrating radio functions in the baseband chip has never been a good idea, everyone who has tried it has 
failed completely and, going fo rward, it doesn't look like it's a good idea either. The reason is that all these 
radio standards - every single one of t hem - are changing rapidly. The amount of time and effort required to do 
these things and qualify a ch ip is huge. You don 't want to t ake your baseband chip and ' requal' it time and time 
again." 

"And, if you aren't willing to do that," he conti nues , "you on ly have one choice, which is what Qualcomm has 
chosen : you end up with somet hi ng that is horrendously out-of-date. So you've got a Qualcomm chip today that's 
not even Bluetooth 2 .0, let alone Bluetooth 2.0 and EDR ... you know, it's silly." 

Janson reveals t hat Qualcom m had to resort to Sign ing an agreement with his company to eq ui p the 
MSM7000 series with CSR's Bl uetooth baseband. "CSR is their Bluetooth sil icon partner of choice for the 
MSM 7000 series. They'll probab ly try and replace that as quickly as they can with the RFMD acquisition, but 
they 'll be sorely surprised at the outcome if they displace us," he warns. 

been configured in a way such that it draws 20 
times more standby power than Bluetooth." 

Janson explains the time a typical Bluetooth 
application spends transmitting and receiving is 
only about 3% of the total time. "Standby power 
dominates battery drain in mobile wireless 
devices. And a technology like UWB is going to be 
used much less frequently than Bluetooth. It's just 
nonsense to try and use UWB for, say, a headset -
far too much bandwidth is required, the range is 
terrible and it takes a heck of a lot more power. " 

This is not to say that UWB won't have a role to 
play in specific short-range applications. With 
mobile phones now being designed with six mega
pixel cameras and 40GB micro drives, users are 
demanding the chance to wirelessly sync their 

heavy music and photo files with their PCs, and 
they expect that to be a quick affair. Janson says 
the service discovery function of Bluetooth will be 
used in such cases to detect nearby devices 
featuring a Bluetooth and UWB radio. Then, "if 
there's a user-initiated command to do a file 
transfer to this device, it will look at the size of the 
file and go: 'Wow! That's a 3GB file! We're going to 
turn on the UWB radio to get 
a fat pipe for it'. That's what 
UWB is going to be used for: 
bursty transmissions. UWB 
will not be used in battery
powered devices to be on 
continuously like Bluetooth 
or Wi-Fi." 
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THE TROUBLE WITH RF. .. 

WHY SPECIFICATION 

L
ook at the data sheet of any 
receiver module and you will find 
a list of (by now) familiar 

specifications: sensitivity, adjacent 
channel, other spurious responses, 
blocking, etc. Units with tighter 
specifications usually cost more and 
are often physically bigger and more 
powe r -h u ngry. 

It's easy to convince yourself that 
these figures are no more than 
'specmanship' amongst design 
engineers. This article attempts to 
show that this is not the case. They 
directly affect real-world performance 
and good specifications are vital for 
reliable system operation. 
Unfortunately, to show this, we'll need 
some maths. 

Imagine a simple ISM band 
application: a wideband 433MHz FM 
transmitter/receiver pair using unity 
gain whip antennae. To keep things 
simple, these aerials are 1m from the 
ground - roughly, bench-top height. 
Typical radio characteristics will be: 
Tx power lmW (Od8m), Rx sensitivity 
(including decoder) -100d8m; link 
margin for reliable operation 10d8. 

So, good reliability will be achieved if 
the path loss between the aerials is 
-90d8 or less. 

Using the Egli model (see note 1) 
d = (1/(117 X 10(0.1 x L)))0.25 

for L (loss) = -90d8, then d (range) = 
54m. 

Now consider the addition of an 
interfering signal. To keep things 
simple once more, this will be an 
identical transmitter. Taking the 
simplest case, that the unwanted 
signal must equal the (wanted level + 
relevant receiver rejection spec) to jam 
the system, then taking the receiver 
adjacent channel rejection of a typical 
'single chip' design: -35d8. Wanted 
transmitter is at maximum range (as 
above) from receiver (so wanted = 
-90d8m). Unwanted transmitter is on 
adjacent channel, so for unwanted 
signal = wanted, then the path loss 
from the interfering transmitter to the 
receiver must be -55d8. 

From the same model, -55d8 
corresponds to a distance of 7.2m. In 
other words, if a similar transmitter 
comes within about 7m of the receiver, 
the system fails. This is a fundamen-

tal limit in how multiple links co-exist 
in the same area. 

Note that in this case we 've taken 
adjacent channel: for interferers 
located at greater frequency separa
tions the alternate, or even blocking, 
figures can be used in the same 
calculation. 

Now let us repeat these calcula
tions, in abbreviated form, for a higher 
performance, narrowband link, 
employing the same frequency band 
and aerials: 

Tx 10mW (10d8m), Rx sense 
-120d8m; (link margin again = 10d8). 
therefore, 
Path loss < -120d8, and for this loss, 
d (range) = 304m 

Adding in the adjacent channel inter
ferer, assuming Rx adjacent rejection 
is still -35d8, unwanted path loss 
must be > -85d8, corresponding to a 
distance of 40m. 

Re-calculating for adjacent channel 
rejection of -65d8 (more typical of 
good quality narrowband SRD rece
ivers): unwanted path loss> -55d8, 
critical distance = 7.2m. 

Not surprisingly, if the rejection 
specifications are not improved in line 
with the increase in range and opera
ting path loss, then the minimum 
distance between receiver and 
unwanted transmitter increases in 
direct proportion. 

To retain, or improve the allowable 
separation between a receiver and 
interfering transmitters, as receiver 
sensitivity improves it is necessary to 
increase the receiver rejection perfor
mance proportionally. 

Makers of supposed 'narrowband' 
single-chip radios should take heed: a 
rejection performance sufficient for a 
short-range wideband radio will not 
prove good enough for a long range, 
narrowband link. 
Note 1: Path loss calculation. 

The usable range of a radio system 
is defined by several basic factors: 
transmitter power, receiver sensitivity, 
effectiveness of the aerials (antenna 
gain) and, finally, the transmission path 
loss. Transmit power and antenna gain 
are simple constants set by the system 
components. Receiver sensitivity is a 
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matter 

by Myk Dormer 
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combination of the basic sensitivity of 
the circuitry (defined by noise factor 
and signal bandwidth) and the ability 
of the 'decoder' (which could be a 
modem chip, or the human ear) to 
recover meaningful information at a 
given signal-to-noise level. 

Path loss is more interesting. It is 
the effective attenuation factor 
measured between transmitter and 
receiver. There are numerous different 
ways of calculating this value, from the 
basic (and for practical, UHF and VHF 
terrestrial radios, wildly optimistic) 
free space model: 

Loss (dB) = 32.4 + 2010g(F) 
+2010g(D) 
F = frequency in MHz 
D = distance in km 

In this case, I have chosen to use 
the rather traditional Egli propagation 
model, which attempts to simulate 
path loss over open, but irregular 
terrain. This model cannot take into 
account in-building propagation, 
fading, or multi path effects; but for 

l THE TROUBLE WITH RF. .. 

simple ISM links in rural and 
suburban environments, I have found 
it tolerably effective. 

Loss factor = ((40/F)2 x (Ht x Hr)2 x 
Gt x Gr)/d4 

F = frequency in MHz 
d = distance in meters 
Gt, Gr = antenna gain 
Ht, Hr = antenna elevation 

For our 433MHz system, using 
unity gain aerials located 1m above 
ground the G and H terms cancel out 
and this equation simplifies to: 

Loss factor = 1/(117 x d4), or in dB 
d = (1/(117 X 10(0.1 x L)))0.25 

For example, for a -90dB path loss, d 
= 96m. 

For more information about the Egli 
path loss model, see J. J. Egli, "Radio 
Propagation Above 40 Me Over Irregular 
Terrain," Proc. IRE, Oct. 1957 http:// 
en. wikipedia.orgjwikijEgli_Model 
Note 2: Here is a more extreme 
worked example: 

Consider our second example 
ISM link when operating in the 
proximity of a typical vehicle 
mounted 25W, 70cm band amateur 
transmitter, driving a +3dBi gain 
aerial. In this case, relevant is the 
±1MHz blocking spec. Again, take a 
typical performance figure for 
'narrowband' single-chip designs, at 
-45dB. 

Unwanted transmitter power is 
+47dBm, interferer path loss> 
-122dB for the link maximum range 
to remain unaffected. The link 
range begins to degrade when the 
unwanted transmitter comes within 
340m. 

For a good, EN300-220 class 1, 
module design where blocking 
exceeds 86dB, this critical distance 
falls to 32m. This is difference 
between an interferer in your drive
way and an interferer somewhere in 
the same town. 

Myk Dormer is Senior RF Desigl1l 
Engineer at Radiometr;x Ltd 
www.rad;ometr;x.com 
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POWER SUPPLIES 

Design engineers will be familiar with 
the classical failure rate curve for a 
piece of equipment over its lifetime. 

When the equipment enters the field there will be 
'infant mortality' with an initial high failure rate, 
that should fall to a low fail rate for tile useful life 
of the equipment, before old age takes over and 
the rate rises towards an end-of-life state. 

The term 'useful life' may be a minimum of 20 
years for the aircraft or railway industry, for example, 
and will be helped by a strict regime of maintenance 
and inspection to ensure that faulty equipment is 
detected and replaced. Useful life may well be longer 
if maintenance is difficult or hazardous - or it could 
be as short as 10 minutes for equipment on a 
satellite launch vehicle - the equipment simply has 
to be reliable and work on demand. 

Modern electronic components, when chosen 
sensibly, used wisely and assembled to rigorous 
standards, can produce remarkably reliable 
pieces of equipment. The initial part of the equip
ment life is more likely to have failures that are 
not due to the internal electronic circuit, but 
rather to inter-face components like cables and 
connectors, or to fledgling manufacturing and test 
procedures that may have been involved. Some
times failures arise from the unanticipated 
behaviour of the customer equipment to which it 
is connected. 

As a general rule, electronic component assem
blies are readily designed for a long life given the 
rules of sensible conservative design to suit a 
specified environment. 

The following notes consider some aspects of 
electronic equipment design that are largely based 
on common sense and the author's experience in 
designing equipment for the aerospace and railway 
industries. 

Predicting Mean Time Between Failures 
The customer has agreed upon product 

performance specification based on industry 
standards for the type of equipment concerned, 
and there will usually be a section under the 
heading 'Reliability' requiring a minimum Mean 
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Time Between Failure (MTBF) for the equipment. 
The given target may have been based on safety 
issues, level of demand and knowledge of older 
equipment in service. 

The most widely used tool for prediction is MIL
STD HDBK 217 (Reliability Prediction for Electronic 
Equipment) and the first thing to realise when 
using it is that it is intended for guidance only, 
based on failure models for particular parts, and is 
not absolute truth. Whether one uses a simple 
parts count initially, or a more involved stress 
analysis later for each component, the resulting 
failure rate prediction is likely to be pessimistic for 
a number of reasons. Continuous improvement in 
manufacturing technology has produced compo
nents of quality and reliability such that the 
difference between 'best commercial quality' and 
'military' grade is now rather less than would be 
suggested by the 'nq' quality factors given in this 
handbook, other things being equal. One can 
improve this factor easily by subjecting a product 
to a burn-in testing after manufacture. 

The one' environmental factor is difficult to justify 
for currently available small components - why 
should a surface-mounted metal film resistor or 
plastic encapsulated integrated circuit have a 
considerably worse environmental factor applied to 
it under 'ground mobile' conditions (e.g. on a 
vehicle) compared with a benign rest condition? 

One should, however, apply such factors to 
components if they are mechanically more vulner
able: components like relays, for example, due to 
the nature of their construction since shock and 
vibration could obviously affect them. 

Given the pessimistic qualifying factors of IVIIL
STD HDBK 217, it is reasonable to modify them on 
the basis of experience, conservative design and 
testing at all stages of product development. A 
database of failures logged by a competent QA 
department is of great value if fault analysis has 
been carefully carried out. 

Reliability data is more widely available now for 
well-established semiconductor and small passive 
components but a few components like electrolytic 
capacitors, relays and board connectors are likely 



VEHICLE CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

RL1 

TYPICAL RECORDER INTERFACE 

MULTI-WAY CONNECTOR 

lpOWER SUPPLIES 

Figure 1: Typical railway vehicle 
monitoring interface using reed relays 

MULTI-WAY SCREENED CABLE 
typically 150pflm, length may be up to 30m 

MULTI-WAY CONNECTOR 

DATA RECORDER 

The steady state current in the relay is only 10mA but the peak transient inrush current into the cable capacitance 
will exceed the contact rating and over time will lead to erratic contact behaviour unless limited by resistor R1 
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POWER SUPPLIES 

CUSTOMER OC SUPPLY 03 

02 

05 
EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLY 
REGULATOR 

Figure 2: Typical 
unregualted customer 
DC supply interface 

L 1 AND L2 ATTENUATE FAST RISE TIME DIFFERENTIAL VOL TAGE TRANSIENTS (typical values shown) 

D1 AND D2 LIMIT MAGNITUDE OF COMMON MODE VOL TAGE TRANSIENTS 

(clamp voltages chosen to be greater than any supply voltage condition) 

D3 LIMITS MAGNITUDE OF DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS 

D4 PROTECTS EQUIPMENT AGAINST REVERSE POLARITY INPUT 

D5 LIMITS VOL TAGE APPLIED TO EQUIPMENT (when less than the clamping voltage of D3) 

(D4 and D5 are slow devices compared with suppressor diodes) 

R1 LIMITS CURRENT IN D4 AND D5 UNDER FAUL T CONDITION 

to dominate the reliability of your equipment. Any 
data published by a manufacturer will be based on 
tests done under controlled conditions that may 
bear little resemblance to yours. 

Consider a reed relay, for example - the data 
sheet may define a failure on the basis of contact 
resistance under rated load after 10 million 
operations - quite useless to the user if he has a 
load current of microamps for a relay that is only 
energised ten times a day. 

If in doubt about a component that you intend to 
use by the thousand, then test some - find the 
limits for its use and whether some protection is 
needed, etc. A large sample size may be needed 
though and the effort is expensive, of course, but 
so will a redesign at a later stage in the project, or 
worse, a product replacement in the field. 

Components To Be Careful About 
• Small tantalum capacitors: ripple current is not 

likely to be an issue but absence of any series 
impedance to a voltage source might cause 
trouble. Manufacturers usually recommend 
about 3QjV. When these capacitors became 
common usage and were sprinkled allover logic 
boards, the author came across one alarming 
characteristic - they can get hot enough to burn 
a board due to a rising leakage current if they 
get inserted the wrong way round, dissipating 
power in the small epoxy case. Such an effect 
might take minutes or hundreds of hours to 
occur and is, therefore, not likely to be noticed 
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during board testing. A factor of three in rated 
to working voltage lessens the risk. Consider 
high value ceramic or solid aluminium capacitors 
instead. 

• Electro-mechanical relays: do not use them 
unless unavoidable. It is strange to look at 
modern, inherently reliable, electronic sub
assemblies comprising microprocessors, ADCs 
and FPGAs etc, communicating with the outside 
world via electromechanical relays. They will 
eventually fail and dominate the overall reliabi
lity of the unit. Modern solid state relays provide 
good isolation, have comparable voltage and 
current ratings, and can be bi-directional - they 
do not provide 'volt-free' contacts of course, 
which are so often specified by custo-mers when 
replacing older equipment, but nor do metallic 
contacts, strictly speaking. It is a rare 
application than cannot tolerate a volt or so 
across a 'contact'. They must be protected 
against transient voltages but so also must 
mechanical relay contacts. 

Some authorities, however, might insist on 
electromechanical relays for traditional and valid 
safety reasons. 

• Dry reed relay: superficially, this a very simple 
device - two nickel-iron wires energised by an 
external magnetic field and sealed in a glass 
envelope with plated or sputtered precious 
metal contacts, usually overlaying gold. Some 
types can unexpectedly fail in the field and 
frustratingly, have no fault found when equip-



ment is returned, because the moment they 
have been jarred the 'sticky' contacts will have 
released themselves. This might have been due 
to contact wear produced by arcing (12V is 
enough for common contact metals), possibly 
accelerated by misaligned contacts or perhaps 
by contamination due to impurities included at 
manufacture. 
However, for switching low-level signals there 
may be no practical alternative. Many modern 
types use sputtered ruthenium contacts which 
appear to have a much better contact life but 
the contacts still have to be protected. Current 
must be limited to well below the contact rating, 
paying attention to inrush current into any circuit 
capacitance (which may be just that of cables). 
See Figure 1 for an example of use in a railway 
vehicle application. 
Finally, be aware of their sensitivity to magnetic 
fields. 

• Capacitor voltage rating: use a factor of at least 
two or more to allow for a derating at higher 
temperature and the fact that reliability worsens 
as the rated voltage is approached. 

• Resistor power dissipation: again, use a 
derating factor of at least two; some authorities 
insist on a factor of three. The lower the power 
dissipated the better the stability. The 
dissipation under fault conditions must not be 
ignored since it may affect adjacent components. 

• Connectors: use the best for the task and make 
sure that they are assembled correctly. 
Contamination and vibration will find the faulty 
ones. 

Testing For The Unspecified 
After design completion and the specification has 

been met with all the boxes ticked, the first units 
are manufactured, test procedures ironed out and a 
small number delivered for trial. It is never a good 
moment when that equipment is returned after 
failure or to be told that it does not perform in the 
way the customer had thought that it would. 

Here are a few points to be aware of that are 
often not specified. 
• Accidents can and will occur, especially during 

installation. Loads get short-circuited, output or 

LpOWER SUPPLIES 

signal lines get shorted to supplies - all too easy 
when probing a multi-pin circular connector, for 
example. It is necessary to have considered all 
this on the test bench - can the design withstand 
gross faults? 

• You may have included polarised transient 
protection components - what happens when 
the power supply is connected with reverse 
polarity? See Figure 2 for a typical DC supply 
interface. 

• Bear in mind that equipment may well be installed 
and maintained by semi-skilled personnel. 

• The equipment has undergone its dry heat test 
successfully - has allowance been made for 
additional temperature rise when it is located 
near to a hot motor casing, for example, or for 
the internal temperature rise due the encap
sulation material you may have used in a sub 
unit? 

• Your equipment may need some control signals 
supplied from the customer's equipment - what 
happens when the signals arrive out of 
sequence or have momentary interruptions? If 
not specified, does the equipment tolerate 
power supply interruptions of at 20ms 
duration? 

• The resistive load presented by the customer's 
equipment is known - but will your equipment 
have to supply a substantial inrush current before 
normal steady state conditions are reached? 

• Avoid placing a shunt capacitor directly across a 
customer's stabilised DC power supply; unless you 
have checked that the inrush current is not a 
problem. 

• If the equipment has a single point failure 
potential where the loss of one connection 
renders it useless then use spare connector pins, 
if possible, to add some redundancy. It costs 
little. 

• Are the track widths wide enough to carry fault 
currents without acting as fuses? 

• A static cold and hot soak test may have been 
specified but you will have designed more 
reliable equipment if it can also survive several 
rapid limit temperature cycles without fault -
always a good way to find potential problems in 
stressed jOints. 
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Environmental Protection 
Any equipment destined for an industrial 

environ-ment may be required to withstand 
specified levels of shock and vibration (even if 
only due to transport and handling), and if 
installed outside it may have be weatherproof 
also. If the equipment is vehicle mounted there 
may be other factors to consider such as 
contamination by fuel oils or hydraulic fluid and 
exposure to high-pressure steam cleaning. 

The surest way to protect small items of 
equip-ment against mechanical damage and 
liquid ingress is to encapsulate them; however, 
beyond a certain volume (a few hundred ccs) 
this may be impractical and too expensive. One 
problem is geometry: circuit boards occupy area 
but terminals, transformers and connectors need 
volume. One could use closed cell foam encap
sulation but this is more costly than poured 
materials and requires careful proces-sing in a 
safe area. 

Encapsulation of any kind usually places a unit 
into the irreparable category. 
• If you have designed an encapsulated unit for 

resistance to shock, vibration and water ingress 
then model the process and cut it through to 
see if there are any significant voids present. 

• Be aware of fire and smoke hazard specifi
cations - these will limit the materials that can 
be used although some relaxation may be 
permissible if the material mass does not 
exceed about 500g. 

• Avoid the use of a rigid encapsulant, if possible. 
The lack of elasticity can cause faults after long 
term temperature cycling and it makes fault 
analysis all but impossible. There are a number 
of compounds available with varying degrees of 
adhesion and elasticity, but the more rigid ones 
tend to have the better fire hazard ratings. 

• Where units are not encapsulated then circuit 
boards and radial-mounted components must 
obviously adequately supported to withstand 
shock and vibration. Consider adding support in 
the middle of a board and not just at the 
corners (preferably before the artwork has been 
completed). There are many coating compounds 
available that can offer support for small parts 
and add moisture-resistance to a circuit 
assembly. An endurance test on a vibration table 
will quickly show up vulnerable areas like the 
support of cabling. 

• External cables should be contained in a conduit, 
which may be a mandatory safety requirement 
anyway, but obviously reduces risk of damage. 
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Meeting EMC Requirements 
Without suitable in-house equipment and the 

skills to use them, an expensive day at a test 
house may be required - but only go when you 
are confident of a successful outcome. One 
might prefer to write a Technical Construction 
File and justify a case for acceptance as a 
paper exercise, especially if similar equipment 
has already been successfully accepted. 
Assembling such a file from scratch is an 
onerous task for most: it takes time to organise 
descriptions, parts lists, diagrams and so on for 
scrutiny. 

It is quite possible that you will have to do 
this anyway if the customer requires an 
assessment by an independent body who may 
insist on certain tests being carried out in order 
to demonstrate compliance. 

A mythology has formed around this subject 
but there are a few simple common sense 
design rules for equipment intended for an 
industrial environment, which should give some 
measure of confidence that tests will be 
successfully passed. 
• Use a sealed metal enclosure ideally with no 

more openings than necessary to give an 
adequate level of screening. 

• Keep signal and power lines separate and 
minimise the area between forward and 
return paths. 

• Ensure that power lines are fitted with 
differential and common mode filtering as 
near to the equipment connectors as 
possible, even in a separate compartment. 
Include, where possible, a series choke (with 
a suitable fault current rating) and shunt 
capacitor across signal or control lines to 
attenuate conducted interference. For both 
power and signal lines fit suppression diodes 
across the line and from each line to ground 
to limit differential and common mode 
transient voltages to safe levels. 

• In a test house, testing will be done 
according to the format laid out in the 
relevant standard with signals referenced to 
an artificial ground plane, usually in the form 
of a large copper sheet. When the equipment 
is installed, it is unlikely to be that simple 
and the return path for transient currents 
may be to ground via a cable screen, which 
assumes, of course, that the customer will 
continue the screen on his side. It is worth 
checking on test to see what happens if a 
cable screen is disconnected from ground. 
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DESIGNING WIDE-RANGE 
POWER SUPPLIES FOR 

THREE-PHASE NDUSTRIAL 
APPL CATIONS 

Industrial equipment operating from a three-phase 
AC supply often requires an auxiliary power stage 
that supplies regulated, low-voltage DC to the 

control electronics. Specifications for these supplies 
are much more demanding than for the typical 
single-phase supply. The nominal input voltage is 
higher, and equipment designed for three-phase 
input has to tolerate larger input supply-voltage 
variations. 

Line surges, extended sags and sub-cycle drop
outs often occur in an industrial environment as a 
result of large loads being switched off and on, or 
as a result of fuses being cleared for fault conditi
ons elsewhere on the line. Three-phase applications 
can occasionally lose a phase or a neutral connec
tion. Industrial equipment is expected to handle all 
of these conditions without malfunc-tioning. Applica
tions such as energy meters must work reliably over 
these extreme conditions. 

Design Goal 
The goal is to create a three-phase input, off-line 

switching power supply that has wide input voltage range, 
high overall operating efficiency and good immunity to 
input voltage perturbations. 

Most switching power supplies can operate over the 
universal input voltage range to provide worldwide 
coverage. For three-phase applications such as energy 
meters, the power supply must work from 57-580VAC, 
from all three phases and with the occasional loss of a 
phase or a neutral connection. 

For auxiliary power supply designs, the flyback topology 
is best-suited and offers the following advantages: 
• Use of a single active switch that simplifies circuit 

design; 
• Use of a single-wound component in the topology 

(eliminates large filter chokes on the output); 
• Easy-to-create multiple output voltages; 
• Very low component count and cost. 

A flyback converter typically requires a minimum 
MOSFET breakdown voltage of 1.6 times the rectified 
peak of the maximum AC input voltage. For 580VAC, a 
1200V MOSFET would be required, adding cost and 
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(normally) ruling out the use of an integrated switching 
IC that could dramatically simplify the solution (when 
compared to a discrete design). 

An IC such as the LinkSwitch-TN from Power Integra
tions incorporates a 700V MOSFET and controller into a 
single device, and can eliminate 20 to 30 external 
components when compared to a circuit using a discrete 
MOSFET and external control IC. The 700V rating of this 
IC would normally limit use to single-phase applications. 
However, by adding an external MOSFET in a cascode or 
StackFET configuration, it is possible to distribute the 
voltage stress across two devices, resulting in an overall 
voltage rating equal to the sum of the individual MOSFET 
voltages. 

Design Solution 
The circuit in Figure 1 is a 12V, 250mA wide-range 

flyback power supply that operates from a single-phase or 
a three-phase input. Using the StackFET technique with a 
low-cost 600V MOSFET results in an overall voltage rating 
of 1300V and allows supply operation over the desired 
wide input voltage range of 57-580VAC. The supply will 
work from 47-63Hz, single- or three-phase 110VAC, 
220VAC or 440VAC. This supply comfortably handles the 
loss of one or more phases or the neutral, as well as 
extended sags and surges. 

Circuit Operation 
The circuit in Figure 1 is based on a LinkSwitch-TN IC, 

the LNK304P (Ul) that is configured as a flyback, to 
leverage its 66kHz switching frequency. This reduces 
switching losses and improves efficiency. The IC's on/off 
control regulates the output by skipping switching cycles. 
As the load is reduced, the effective switching frequency 
decreases, hence scaling the switching losses and 
maximising the operating efficiency. 

Note that a standard fixed-frequency PMW controller 
would suffer from poor efficiency under high-line and light
load conditions, due to the short duty cycle relative to the 
operating frequency. On/off control eliminates this 
problem. 

The AC input is full-wave-rectified by diodes Dl through 
D8. Resistors Rl through R4 provide in rush current 



RAHUL JOSHI OF POWER 
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COST-EFFECTIVE DESIGN THAT 
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VOLTAGE RANGE 

limiting and protection against catastrophic circuit failure. 
Capacitors C5 through C8 are used to filter the rectified 
AC supply. To meet maximum bus voltage of 820VDC, 
450V input capacitors C5, C7 and C6, C8 are connected 
in series with balancing resistors R13 to R16 to equalise 
the Voltage. The C5/C7 and C6/C8 capacitor sets are 
used in conjunction with Ll to form a Jt filter for EMI 
reduction. Capacitor C9, which is placed very close to Ul 
and Tl, shunts switching induced noise currents, to 
minimise differential mode EMI generation. Combining 
this EMI reduction technique with 1) the jittering of the 
switching frequency of Ul, 2) E-Shield winding in the 
transformer, and 3) the safety V-rated capacitor Cl across 
the isolation barrier, allows the design to easily meet 
conducted EMI limits (as specified in EN55022-8). 

The high-voltage DC is applied to one end of the 
transformer primary, and the other end driven by MOSFET 
Ql. MOSFET Ql and the MOSFET inside the LNK304P 
effectively form a cascode arrangement. When the 
internal MOSFET of Ul turns on, the source of Ql is 
pulled low, which allows gate current to flow through the 
resistor string R6, R7 and R8 from the junction capacita
nce of VR1, VR2 and VR3, to turn on Ql. Zener VR4 
limits the gate-source voltage applied to Ql. 

When turned off, VRl to VR3 (connected in series) 
form a 450V clamping network that ensures the drain 
voltage of Ul remains close to 450V; any input voltage 
above 450V will be dropped across Q1. This arrange
ment distributes the sum total of flyback voltage and DC 
bus voltage across Ql and the internal MOSFET within 
Ul. Resistor R9 limits high frequency ringing that occurs 
when VRl to VR3 conduct. The clamping network, VR5, 
D9 and Rl0, limits the peak voltage that appears across 
Ql and Ul (due to leakage inductance) during the 
flyback interval. 

The circuit on the secondary of transformer Tl provides 
output rectification, filtering and feedback. Diode Dl0 
rectifies the output. Capacitor C2 filters the rectified 
output. Inductor L2 and capacitor C3 form a second-stage 
filter, which helps to reduce the high-frequency switching 
ripple in the output. Zener diode VR6 conducts when the 
voltage at the output exceeds the total drop of VR6 and 
the optocoupler diode inside U2. A change in output 
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Figure 1: Circuit schematic 
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Figure 2: Trace 1 - U 1 drain voltage (200Vldiv) and Trace 2 - Q 1 drain voltage (100 Vldiv) 

voltage results in a change in the current through the 
optocoupler diode. This, in turn, increases the current 
through the transistor inside U2B. 

When this current exceeds the FEEDBACK (FB) pin 
threshold current, the next switching cycle is disabled. 
Output regulation is maintained by adjusting the number 
of enabled and disabled switching cycles. Once a 
switching cycle of U1 is enabled, the current ramps to 
the internal current limit of U1. Resistor R111imits the 
optocoupler current during transient loads and sets the 
gain of the feedback loop. Resistor R12 provides bias 
current to the Zener diode, VR6. 

If the FEEDBACK pin is not pulled high for a period of 
50ms, the internal power MOSFET switch in U1 is 
disabled for 800ms. Alternately, enabling and disabling 
the switch protects the circuit against output overload, an 
output short circuit, or an open feedback loop. 

No auxiliary winding or bias winding on the transformer 
is required to power U1, as it is self-powered from the 
DRAIN (D) pin. At start-up and during the off-time of the 
internal MOSFET, the local decoupling capacitor (C4) is 
kept charged via an internal high-voltage current source. 
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Circuit Test Results 
The oscilloscope plot shown in Figure 2 was captured 

at an input voltage of 312VAC (440VDC bus voltage). At 
turn-off, the drain voltage of U1 (trace 2) is clamped to a 
voltage of 450V, which is the total voltage across VR1, 
VR2 and VR3. This clamping ensures safe operation of 
U1. Trace 1 shows the voltage on the drain of Q1 
referenced to primary ground (negative of C8). The actual 
voltage across the MOSFET Q1 in the OFF state (trace 1) 
is the difference between the two traces, in this case 
170V 

As the AC input voltage is increased to 580VAC 
(820VDC), the voltage drop across the MOSFET Q1 in 
the off state is less than 550V, which allows the use of 
a low-cost 600V to 800V external MOSFET. 

The efficiency characteristic of this design is shown in 
Figure 3. The curve reveals that the efficiency drops at 
higher input voltage, due to increased switching losses 
and dissipation in the cascade connected power stage 
(Q1 and the internal MOSFET within U1). However, this is 
still significantly higher than a regulated linear transfor
mer supply. 
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The circuit meets conducted EMI requirements 
with a comfortable margin when tested at 230VAC, 
as shown in Figure 4. The blue and red upper 
lines represent the quasi-peak and average limits, 
perEI\J55022 B. The lower lines represent the 
corresponding quasi-peak and average test 
results. 
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Simplicity 
The StackFET technique provides a cost-effective 

solution for auxiliary power supplies in industrial 
applications. This technique allows the designer to 
benefit from the simplicity afforded by an integrated 
switching IC when used for high input voltages required 
by three-phase AC input. 
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Simplified EMI Solutions 
DC-DC Converters 

N 

A II switched-mode DC-DC converters generate 
potentially interfering signals as a result of 
the high-frequency, high-power switching. 

Conducted noise on the input power lines can occur 
as either differential-mode or common-mode noise 
currents. Differential-mode noise, largely at low fre
quencies, appears across the input conductors at the 
fundamental switching frequency and its harmonics. 
Common-mode noise, having mostly high-frequency 
content, is measured between the converter's input 
conductors and ground. Similarly, switching DC-DC 
converters will contain some noise, as well as ripple, 
on the output. Properly designed and implemented EMI 
filtering will reduce noise to acceptable limits. 

In Europe and the US, for example, conducted noise 
emissions are governed by the Class A and Class B 
limits of both FCC and VDE standards. In Europe, all 
countries require that equipment for both home and 
factory use meets the VDE Class B standard. In the 
US, the FCC requires compliance with Class A for 
equipment operating in factory settings and Class B 
- the stricter standard - for equipment destined for 
home use. 

EMI Filter Solutions For Input Noise Reduction 
Most switching power supplies today operate in the 

frequency range between 100kHz and 1MHz. Usually, 
the dominant peaks in the conducted noise spectrum 
reflected back to the power line correspond to the 
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fundamental switching frequency and its harmonic 
components. Conducted emissions standards such as 
EI\J55011 and EN55022 set quasi-peak and average 
limits on conducted noise reflected from the input of 
converters or power supply systems back to the source 
over the frequency range of 150kHz to 30M Hz. In order 
to comply, all of the conducted noise - the peaks in the 
spectrum - must fall below the specified limits. 
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Figure 1: Input EMI filter for EN55022, Level B compliance 
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for Switched-Mode 

Component And Packaged Filter Solutions 
EMI filters are often constructed in a single package 

(with configurations similar to that shown in Figure 1). 
The EMI filter is a through-hole filter with a common 
mode choke and V-capacitors (line-ground), plus two 
additional inductors and an X-capacitor (line-line). 
Transient protection is provided by Z1. This filter 
configuration provides sufficient insertion loss to 
comply with the Level-B conducted emissions limit. 

Nevertheless, capacitors, inductors and filters are 
commonly used in power supply designs to reduce or 
attenuate the amount of conducted noise, both 
common mode and normal mode. First, the effects on 
the noise spectrum of adding individual components 
or filters are shown leading up to the result with a full 
common mode filter. 

The 48V input DC-DC converter shown on the left in 
Figure 2a has a differential mode capacitor, C1, on 
the input. This single-mode electrolytic capaCitor -
120~F, 100V - is used to ensure low input impe
dance, stability and good transient response. It's an 
energy reservoir for the converter. To reap the most 
benefit, the capacitor must be as close to the input 
pins of the module as possible. 

The module alone and that one capacitor provide a 
baseline from which to start. The spectra in Figure 2a 
on the right shows the harmonic content of the noise 
and the EMI limits, A and B levels, for this converter 
and differential mode capacitor combination. These 
measurements were made at 100% load nominal line 
for a 48V, 150W DC-DC converter. With this differential 
mode capacitor only, the converter is clearly not 
meeting the limits, but the power component is not 
designed to meet any specific EMI limits. 

The effect of adding bypass caps to the converter 
and differential mode capacitor combination, shown in 
Figure 2b, is rather dramatic. Notice the bypass cap 
on each input pin to the base plate, which is ground , 
and each output pin to the base plate. These elec
trolytic capacitors are 4700pF, 100V, Y caps that are 
commonly used in the industry. The Y caps are very 
effective in attenuating the type of noise that the 
power component generates. 

The 48V design with 100% load generates a little 
higher noise than, for example, a 3.3V design with a 
50% load would, but, nevertheless, the spectrum in 
Figure 2b shows some significant improvement. 

Even with the addition of a 27~H differential 
inductor, L1, Figure 2c shows that the 48V design is 
still not compliant at the lower frequencies, where 
noise is still present above the B limits. 

Figure 2d shows the next stage where we're adding 
a common-mode choke. The differential-mode choke is 
eliminated because the common-mode choke does 
have differential-mode inductance. The common-mode 

inductor accentuates the capabilities of the Y capac
itor. That's because it provides high impedance to 
common-mode noise that's being conducted out of the 
converter, therefore, the noise follows the path of 
least resistance to ground which would be through 
these Y caps. 

The spectrum of the 48V converter is just peeking 
over the top of the B limit, so , a little more filtering 
would be needed on a 48V converter design. The 
noise spectrum of a 3.3V converter with a common 
mode filter would be below the B limit both at 50% 
and full load. 

Active EMI Input Filter Solutions 
Conducted EMI compliance in telecom has emerged 

as an important application for active filters for DC-DC 
converters. In the past, conducted EMI testing and 
confirmation of compliance to conducted EMI stan
dards has been focused in off-line AC input supplies. 
This changed in 2003 when PICMG ratified a new 
specification for telecom blades, PICMG 3.0, more 
commonly known as Advanced Telecom Computing 
Architecture (AdvancedTCA, or ATCA). The specification 
requires DC-powered blades to meet the EN 55022B 
limits for conducted EM\, Filtering at the blade level 
ensures interoperability between different blades and 
reduces the amount of bulk DC filtering required on 
each equipment rack. 

Furthermore, the trend for smaller devices with more 
functionality in smaller spaces continues unabated in 
the electronics industry. As spaces shrink, the 
potential interference between devices increases as 
systems pack more functions in densely packed 
blades and racks. As frequencies rise and voltage 
levels fall , the control of conducted EMI becomes an 
even more important design task. Telecom blades are 
not exempt from the trend toward denser packaging 
coupled with higher performance. The ATCA, PICMG 
3.0 specification supports a 2.5Tb backplane band
width in a standard 19" rack. A fully populated ATCA 
rack can have 14 blades in a 19 x 21 x 15inches 
volume. 

To support higher functionality, each blade can use 
as much as 200W of DC power. EMI compliance is 
made more difficult because each blade is required to 
supply its own power from a -48Vdc redundant input. 
On-board DC-DC conversion, in the form of bricks or 
discrete converters, generates conducted and radiated 
EMI on each blade. Compared to compact PCI, where 
the bulk of the DC power was converted off the blade, 
EMI control becomes a nightmare under these 
circumstances. 

To minimise blade-to-blade and rack-to-rack inter
ference, ATCA blades are required to provide on-board 
filtering for conducted EM\, PICMG 3.0 states that 
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Figure 2: 48\1, 150W DC-DC converter with associated noise spectrum with the use of: (a) differential-mode capacitor; (b) bypass capacitors, 
(c) differential-mode inductor; (d) common-mode filter (with differential mode choke eliminated) 
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Figure 3: Typical diagram for an active EMI filter (labelled OP1) for a DC-DC converter. Values of Cin and C7, C2, C3 and C4 are those 
normally recommended by the converter manufacturer 
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Figure 4: : Conducted EMI profiles of a DC-DC converter with no filter (left) and w ith an active EMI filter (right) 

each blade must meet the conducted noise 
specification of EI\l5022B. By taking a blade-level 
approach to filtering, interference between cards is 
minimised . At the same time, PICMG 3.0 also requires 
the rack to meet an overall conducted EMI standard. 
By controlling EMI on card with "distributed" filters, 
the filter required for the rack can be smaller. The 
filter for a fully populated ATCA rack needs to support 
almost 60A of DC current. Inductors to support this 
current are large enough, controlling EMI on board, 
helps to keep these inductors as small as possible. 

Active EMI filters (see Figure 3) are available that 
attenuate conducted-mode and differential-mode noise 
over the frequency range of 150kHz to 30M Hz 
required by the conducted emissions standard 
EN55022 (CISPR22). Designed for use on a 48Vdc 
bus (36-76Vdc), their 7A rating supports multiple DC
DC converter loads up to a PCB temperature of 60flF. 

In comparison to passive solutions, the use of 
active filtering reduces the volume of the common
mode choke, providing a low profile , surface mount 
device. Specifically, active EMI filters also reduce the 
size of the inductive elements, allowing an EMI filter to 
be packaged in a 1 x 1 x 0.2inch package. Smaller 
size saves valuable board real-estate and the reduced 

height enhances airflow in blade applications, helping 
blade designers recover some of the lost space 
required for EMI control. The 7 A rating of active filters 
easily handles the current required for a 200W ATCA 
blade. 

Figure 4 shows the before and after plots of a DC
DC converter noise profile, to demonstrate the perfor
mance of an active filter. The plots were taken using 
the standard measurement technique and set up as 
defined in CISPR22. The results show the total noise 
spectrum for a standard DC-DC converter under load 
compared to the EN55022 Class B quasi-peak detec
tion limit. The plot shows that an active filter is effec
tive in reducing the total conducted noise spectrum to 
well below the required limits. 

Multi-Function Input Filter Modules 
Some DC-DC converter suppliers also offer AC-DC 

modular front ends. Some of these devices contain 
multiple functions, including EMI filtering. One such 
multi-function module, for example, is a filter/auto
ranging rectifier that provides EMI filtering, auto
ranging line rectification and inrush current limiting. It 
enables designers to meet the EMI requirements of 
Telcordia, FCC, ETSI and European Norms. 
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Figure 5: : Input to the converter, 10V/cms (left) and the output of the ripple attenuator module, 20mV/cm 

EMI Filter Solutions 
For Output Noise 
Reduction 

Switching DC-DC 
converters also exhibit 
ripple and noise on 
the output. This 
output noise, usually 
referred to as Periodic 
And Random Deviation 
(PARD), is the sum of 
all ripple and noise 
components super
imposed on the DC 
output of a power 
supply, regardless of 
nature or source. 
Switching DC-DC 
converters often 
exhibit ripple and 
noise levels in the 
tens of mV. 

An output ripple 
attenuator module 
that combines both 

.......... .. ... -..................... ~ . ... . .. . . . . . . . . 

active and pass-ive -4 
filtering can limit Figure 6: Typical performance of an output ripple attenuator using active filtering 
output noise to less 
than 3mV peak-to-
peak at loads up to 20A (Figure 5). These remote sensing feature of a converter or the adjust 
modules, which measure 2.28 x 2.4 x O.5inches pin of the device. 
attenuate both low frequency input power source The adjust feature will correct the converter's 
fundamental and harmonics in the frequency range output voltage to compensate for the headroom 
of DC to 20MHz, while exhibiting efficiencies of 93- voltage drop of the filter, if remote sensing is not 
99%. available or not preferred. The headroom setting of 

Another output ripple attenuator (Figure 6) in a the filter dramatically reduces the capacitance 
System-in-a-Package (SiP) configuration uses active needed at the converter output to provide the 
filtering to reduce supply output ripple and noise equivalent transient performance and ripple 
(PARD, periodic and random deviation) by over 30dB reduction. 
from 1kHz to 500kHz. This architecture improves It is targeted to applications such as test and 
transient response and ensures quiet point-of-Ioad measurement, distributed point-of-Ioad power 
regulation when used with most switching power systems, sensors requiring low-noise power and 
supplies. It regulates the load by using either the medical instrumentation. 
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ENERGY 

The Next Great 
INNOVATION 

WHAT OFFERS A UNIQUE 

COMBINATION OF HIGH POWER 

DENSITY, lOW OPERATING 

COSTS AND lOW ACQUISITION 

COSTS THAT IS NOT VAllABlE 

IN ANY OTHER CONVERSION 

TECHNOLOGY CURRENTl 

OFFERED IN COMMERCIAL 

PRODUCTS;» TO FIND OUT, READ 

ON, SAYS TRISTAN lEWINSOHN 

OF ENECO INC 

Year 2007 looks set to be a great year for 
alternative energy. Whether it is governments 
looking to reduce the oil and gas imports, or 

manufacturers hoping to give their latest product a 
commercial edge, everyone is on the lookout for the next 
great innovation that Will change the way we work and 
make the world a greener place. 

Much of this search has centred on renewable 
energies and, more recently, on fuel cells, bio-fuels and 
the viability of a hydrogen economy. However, a tech
nology developed by Salt Lake City based Eneco may 
well provide more immediate solutions to our current 
challenges and revolutionise the way electricity may be 
generated. 

Eneco's Thermal Chip is a new type of semiconductor 
which directly converts heat from any source into 
electricity, delivering energy and power conversion three to 
five times more efficiently than present alternatives, and 
producing commercial products that are likely to be up to 
ten times cheaper than the competition. 

The company has been perfecting the technology 
quietly since 1999. 
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Performance Breakthrough 
The Thermal Chip technology has two operating 

modes: 
* Power mode - in which the Thermal Chip can be 

used to convert heat directly into electricity, and 
* Cooling mode - in which the Thermal Chip converts 

electricity directly into cooling and refrigeration. 
Its efficiency and ability to convert heat from any fuel 

source is what sets it apart from other energy conver
sion technology and adds a degree of flexibility not 
inherent in fuel cell technologies. It is environmentally 
friendly, virtually weightless, has no moving parts, does 
not deteriorate and instantly recharges - just add fuel. 
It is also more efficient and has greater power and 
energy density than alternative products. 

The Power Mode offers small scale and portable 
power solutions for such products which combine high 
efficiency and low cost because it is extremely light 
and takes up a tiny space for the amount of power it 
can deliver. This makes it particularly useful where 
compact power is needed for portable applications. In 
addition, its efficiency is high, constant and indepen
dent of scale and it has a very long projected service 
life as there are no moving parts to wear out. The 
device is silent and does not cause electrical inter-

11 Heat input 11 
Hot 
junction 

1current 
Cold 
junction 

~ 
Electrical Power Output 

Figure 1: 
Thermal chip 
construction 



ference. Having configuration flexibility, the Thermal 
Chip systems can be varied in size - from a square 
millimetre to an array of hundreds or thousands of 
Thermal Chips covering many square meters, 
depending on the amount of power required. It equally 
can vary in shape, as the array can be made to 
conform to the geometry of the heat source. This is 
particularly important for conversion of waste heat to 
electricity. 

In the Cooling Mode, Thermal Chips operate in 
reverse - the application of electrical power transports 
thermal energy from one side of the chip to the other, 
thus providing effective cooling. The design elements 
required to assemble Thermal Chips - Cooling Mode 
and Power Mode - are common to both, so in that 
sense the design elements have been co-developed 
and tested. Eneco's current models project higher 
conversion efficiencies for the Cooling Mode than for 
the Power Mode, and laboratory tests for cooling, at 
least in some cases, have already yielded cryogenic 
temperatures (temperatures below -150°C). 

For refrigeration applications smaller than about 
200W, Thermal Chips are seen as more efficient than 
any other known technology. 

The Science Behind The Thermal Chip 
Eneco's technology is based on a combination of 

solid-state thermoelectric and thermionic principles. 
In conventional thermoelectric technology, two 

dissimilar metallic or semiconducting plates are joined 
together and heat is added to one plate to produce a 
low-voltage, direct current. The weakness of thermo
electric technology is its low efficiency - typically, well 
below 10% at a hot-side temperature of 250-700°C. 
Consequently, thermoelectric conversion technology is 
only economically viable where the heat source is of 
little or no value, as is the case with waste heat, and 
is easily and cheaply harnessed. 

The other technology which Eneco uses is called 
thermionics. The typical thermionic system consists of 
two parallel conductive surfaces, an emitter and a 
collector, separated by a vacuum gap. Heating the 
emitter causes electrons to boil off, cross the gap and 
be absorbed into the colder collector, where the 
electrons can be connected to an external load. 
Although vacuum thermionic devices achieve absolute 
conversion efficiencies exceeding 20%, the key 
limitations include prohibitively high manufacturing 
costs and intimidating operating temperatures (above 
1100°C), thus confining the use of thermionic systems 

LENERGY 

Figure 2: 
An array of 
Thermal 
Chips 

Ceramic plate 

/ 

Contact pads 

to limited special purposes, such as nuclear-powered 
converters in space probes, satellites and special 
military applications. 

Eneco's technology combines the best aspects of 
thermoelectrics and thermionics. Operating at 275°C 
and with a temperature differential of 250°C, Eneco's 
semiconductor technology has demonstrated conver
sion efficiencies approaching 40% of ideal Carnot 
cycle with absolute efficiencies close to 20%, that is 
thermionics efficiency at the relatively low tempera
tures associated with thermoelectrics. The National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), formerly 
known as the National Bureau of Standards, has 
independently verified Eneco's test methods and 
conversion results. 

Physically, Thermal Chips consist of a solid-state 
"emitter" structure formed on the heated side of a 
"gap" material that also has a "collector" structure 
formed on its cold side. The layers of the Thermal 
Chip resemble the structure of a junction transistor 
combined with that of a field effect transistor. The 
emitter uses an energy barrier to separate hot carriers 
(electrons or holes) that are injected into the gap 
material. The gap is a properly selected semicon
ductor thermoelectric that is thick enough to support a 
significant temperature differential between the 
emitter and the collector in order to achieve effici
encies of practical interest. 

Excess carriers in the gap near the collector can 
create a potential, which, during an open circuit, could 
result in a back flow of carriers and would decrease 

p-type 

n-type 
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Global Thermoelectric Model 5060 ) 

Dollars / Watt 

$100 
Figure 3: Comparison 
of purchase costs for 
comercially available 

small scale power 
products 

Portable/Personal Battery Power 
be formed. For example, 
an array of four 20W 
modules could provide Ballard AirGen Fuel Cell 

Global Thennoelectric Model 5060 
with ENECO ThermalChips 

) ( Sanyo Solar PV 

BOW for laptop power. In 
practice , two individual 

) 
Commercial Distributed Generation chips, each about one 

Commercial Power Plant ( 

Automobile Alternator 

Table 1 

output voltage. Construction of an additional barrier 
at the collector blocks this back-flow and maintains 
output voltage, which further increases the open 
circuit output voltage. Both the emitter and collector 
structures are thin enough not to change bulk material 
properties of the gap, so , thermally and mechanically, 
the Thermal Chip behaves similar to a thermoelectric 
device but with intensified open circuit voltage and 
closed circuit current Significantly increasing the 
conversion efficiency. 

Modules are constructed in sizes matched to the 
application and arrays or groups of modules can also 

r r 
Conventional Conventional 

Honda EU 1000i 

Residential Stand-by Power 

ENECO Thermal Chips 

square millimetre , 
designated n-type and 
p-type, are arranged side
by-side and electrically 
and mechanically 
connected to form a 
"couple " as shown in 
Figure 1. These funda
mental building blocks 
are grouped into "modu-
les" , as shown in Figure 2. 

A Power Mode module's 
ceramic top plate is 
interfaced to a heat 
source from which heat 
flows through the chips 
to the cooled bottom 
plate, producing electri-

city through an efficient, solid-state conversion 
process. 

The Cooling Mode is just the reverse, being electri
city applied to the module pumps heat from the cool 
side to the hot side, making the cool side colder and 
providing effective refrigeration. 

Potential Applications 
There are many possible uses of the Thermal Chip 

technology. One opportunity is to licence or sell 
replacement conversion technology products to 
manufacturers of thermoelectric generators (TEGs) 

,--

Eneco Inc. 
Solar Power Mode 

Thermoelectrics Thermionics Photovoltaic 
Fuel Cells 

Converter 
(Projected) 

Watts/sq.cm 0.1 -5 i 1 -10 0.01 0.1 - 5 I 15 

Watts/cu.cm 0.2 -10 
I 

1 -10 0.1 0.1 -1 100 

Watts/gram 0.1 -10 1 -10 0.1 1 -10 I' 20 

Operating 
, 

I I Temperature Upto 250 700 -1700 N/A 200- 800 Up to 600 
Range (C) 

: 

Overall 

I 
f 

I 
Conversion 5-10 20-40 10 - 30 25-60 20-30 
Efficiency (%) ! 
Cost/Watts($) 

I .! I 
1-5 5 -15 6 -12 1-5 «1 "I 

Scalability Good Fair ~L Fair 
i 

Fair Excellent I 
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and coolers (TECs), a market estimated at approxi
mately $250m in 2004. 

TEGs are utilised in off-grid, special applications, 
such as powering remote pipeline process monitoring 
stations, remotely located navigational aids and 
spacecraft. 

Some of the positive features of potential Eneco 
products also offered by TEGs and TECs in this market 
include extended periods (years to decades) of 
operation without maintenance or service, absence of 
sound and electrical interference, scalability from 
millimetre-sized devices to metre-sized arrays, low 
maintenance cost and the ability to use virtually any 
source of heat available. 

l\Jegative features of existing products and systems 
are their high system cost and low conversion 
efficiency. Due to their high purchase cost, TEGs 
predominately sell into applications for which there are 
no technical alternatives. 

There are, of course, other examples of potential 
applications as well, such as in industrial market/ 
industrial waste heat recovery joint ventures and 
industrial market/industrial waste heat recovery 
applications where they can take advantage of the 
scalability of Eneco's Thermal Chips to cover and 
convert heat to electricity from large and complex areas. 
In general, the applications fall into two categories: 
* Bottoming cycle for geothermal power plants 
Geothermal power plants cannot presently produce 
additional electricity from the heat of the 200°C 
"brine" that is normally pumped back into the earth. 
This temperature is too low for conversion by other 
recuperative technologies but can be converted with 
about 20% efficiency by Thermal Chip technology. For 
negligible additional operating cost, a power plant can 
increase its electrical output by using the Thermal 
Chip. A case study on a 25MW plant in Hawaii 
determined that BMW of available energy is simply 
returned to the injection wells for lack of suitable 
energy extraction technology. Converting this to 
electricity using Thermal Chip technology would 
increase the plant output by over 6% with a negligible 
increase in operating cost, contributing more than 
$1.25m revenue annually for a capital cost estimated 
at about $2.5m. 
* Industrial waste heat recovery 
Electric arc furnaces, aluminium smelt pots and 
magnesium smelting cells are examples of industrial 
processes which require vast amounts of electricity. 
However, these processes also produce large quantities 
of waste heat that is lost into the environment. For no 
additional operating cost, a portion of this waste heat 
can be recovered and converted into electricity by using 
the Thermal Chip, thereby offsetting a plant's current 
power consumption. The double benefit is reduction of 
heat load and production of electricity without incre
asing operating costs. 

lENERGY 

* Personal power market - battery replacement 
Eneco power packs made by combining microburner 
technology with Thermal Chip converters could replace 
batteries used to power personal products, such as 
power tools, games, laptop computers and emergency 
radios. This solution avoids the low power-density and 
disposal problem of batteries and is more efficient 
than even the most advanced small-scale fuel cells. 

The Thermal Chip is a new tvpe 01 

semiconductor which directlv 
converts heat Irom anv source into 
electricitv, delivering energv and 
power conver:sion three to live times 
more ellicientlv than present 
alternatives and producing 
commercial products that are likelv 
to be UP to ten times cheaper than 
other devices 
* Transportation market - alternator replacement 
Thermal Chips may be used to convert exhaust gas 
heat to electricity. Waste heat recovery allows elimi
nation of the belt driven alternator, which reduces 
engine load and, therefore, increases overall efficiency. 
Present projects discussed included a 1kW alternator 
replacement. Car companies estimate that fuel effici
ency would increase by about 10% if the alternator and 
air conditioning compressor were removed. 
* Interior cooling 
Thermal Chips may be used with electricity applied to 
pump heat for spot cooling and passenger compart
ment air conditioning. This all-electric solution elimi
nates the belt driven compressor, which in turn 
reduces engine load and, therefore, increases overall 
efficiency. At present, heated and cooled seats based 
on thermo-electric technology are available in some 
luxury cars. Cooled steering wheels are rumoured to 
be next. Ultimately, it is expected that all interior 
cooling tech-nology will be provided by an all-electric 
solution. Taken with the alternator replacement 
product, the comfort and efficiency of the entire car 
will increase. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of 
operating maintenance 
costs of difference 
power systems 
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The US military seeks a 20W power supply to replace 
rechargeable batteries carried by individual soldiers 
and specifically desires the use of JP-8 fuel. Thermal 
Chips can be combined with a catalytic micro-burner 
and management and control electronics into a highly 
integrated package to fill this need. This is the same 
approach as for the civilian battery replacement 
market so product development has considerable 
overlap. The principal differences are modifications for 
the fuel used and military specification product 
packaging. 
* Shipboard distributed power generation 
The US Navy aspires to be all-electric in order to allow 
stealth designs, which are free from the noise and 
vibration of present day propulsion systems, and in 
order to allow complete control of all the ship's power 
for flight or stand-and-fight. The US Navy requires 
direct conversion of thermal energy to electricity with 
generation distributed throughout the vessel. 

A Fight Is Afoot 
On a cost per Watt basis, it is more expensive to 

purchase and operate present-day, small scale, 
primary power products than it is to use grid power 
and the cost difference increases as the scale and 
size of the product decreases. 
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< Ballard AirGen Fuel Cell 

< Honda EU 1000i Generator 

( Global Thermoelectric Model 5060 

Global Thermoelectric Model 5060 using 

( 
ENECO Thermal Chips 

This cost/size trend holds true for power storage 
products (i.e. batteries) as well as primary power 
generators; the retail price of power from an average 
laptop computer battery (spread over 500 recharging 
cycles) is about $6-$10 per kilowatt hour, a premium 
of 70 to 120 times the cost of grid power. 

Figure 3 shows how purchase costs for commer
cially available, small-scale power products compare 
with "grid power" plants and "grid connected" 
distributed generating equipment. Shown also is the 
cost for Eneco's Thermal Chip technology and a 
hypothetical Global Thermoelectric Model 5060 
system, modified only by simple substitution of 
Eneco's Thermal Chips for Global 's thermoelectric 
converters. This is an established modelling system 
which assesses thermoelectric efficiency. In practice, 
the cost of this hypothetical product would be further 
reduced through redesign to take full advantage of 
the higher efficiency of Thermal Chips compared with 
thermoelectric elements. 

The operating and maintenance costs for the same 
power sources as referred to in Figure 3 are shown in 
Figure 4. Of note is the operating and maintenance 
cost advantage produced in the case of the hypothe
tical Global Thermoelectric system where Thermal 
Chips are substituted for thermoelectric elements. 

Without moving parts to wear down or require 



service, the operating cost of thermoelectric 
systems derives from the cost of the fuel 
consumed, which in turn depends on the cost per 
unit of energy produced by combustion of the fuel 
and the conversion technology efficiency. As a 
result, the operating cost of the hypothetical 
system is close to the operating cost of the 
Thermal Chips themselves. 

Thermal Chips can operate as the primary power 
source using a dedicated heat source or as a 
secondary power source by using the waste heat 
from another, primary power source. In the case of 
waste heat conversion, no additional fuel is consu
med so the operating cost is comparable to that of 
solar photovoltaics, as illustrated by the car alter
nator replacement product with the Thermal Chip 
indicated in the lower left of Figure 4. 

A further advantage is that Thermal Chips can be 

designed to work from heat sources over a wide 
temperature range from approximately 80°C to 
approximately 800°C, therefore, a wide variety 
of waste heat sources can be used to generate 
useful electricity with no substantial operating 
cost. 

ENERGY 

A highly important attribute for portable power 
sources is power density, that is, the amount of 
power produced for a given weight or physical size. 
This becomes progressively more important as the 
size of a product designed for portablity decreases. 

Figure 5 compares the power density of 
products presently in the market with that of 
Eneco's Thermal Chip. Note again the hypothetical 
Global Thermoelectric product and, for further 
comparison, the fuel cell power source for mobile 
phones announced by Toshiba is included. In this 
figure, higher numbers indicate greater merit. 

Figure 5: Comparison of 
power densities of various 
products currently on the 
market 
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POWER MANAGEMENT 

Optimising the 
Power management Solutions 
for Hpplications Processors 
SHELDON MAH, SENIOR APPLICATIONS ENGINEER FROM THE POWER 

MANAGEMENT GROUP AT NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR ANALYSES THE 

POWER MANAGEMENT OPTIONS AVAILABLE TODAY FOR PORTABLE 

APPLICATION PROCESSORS 

Power management solutions for today's 
portable applications processors are 
becoming highly integrated. Total power 

consumption, standby and deep sleep current 
consumption effects battery size, bill of material 
cost and product acceptance. System designers 
have to consider many variations of power supplies 
when designing portable devices such as smart 
phones or PDAs. Smart phones are becoming more 

LP3971 PMU from 
National Semiconductor 

RAM 
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power hungry and require highly integrated power 
management solutions to meet the overall design 
requirements of maximum battery life in the 
smallest PCB area possible. Today's applications 
processors require separate power domains for the 
core, IDs, memory and peripherals. Applications 
processors require multiple power-supply voltages 
which can be optimised as demanded by the core 
power manager and system architecture. Flexible 

Core 

sue 
~ Memory 

!f 

BUCIG 
10 
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Power-Management Units (PMUs) normally meet a 
wide range of system requirements, including 
factory configurable power-on sequencing and 
default output voltages, 

This article will focus on powering a micro
processors low voltage rail using the LP3971 buck 
converter and LDO for a PDA or smart phone 
a ppl ication. 

Designing The System 
When designing a system, the architect must 

balance many requirements such as cost, PCB 
area, component size, talk time, standby time, 
battery capacity and schedule. The microprocessor 
RAM requires a 1.5V supply with a maximum 
current of 400mA. 

Let's start with the simplest lowest cost 
solution, an LDO (low dropout regulator) connected 
directly to the lithium ion battery as shown in 
Figure 1. The battery voltage will start at 4.2V and 
decrease to 3.2V where the system enters into 
deep sleep until the battery is recharged or 
replaced. Figure 2 shows a typical Li-ion battery 
discharge cycle. 

For the configuration shown in Figure 1 the 
efficiency of LDO 5 will be: 

For this and all other examples here, note Iq is 
removed because it is very low (40uA) compared 

with lout (400mA). The efficiency equation then 
becomes: 

% Efficiency = ((Vout )/(Vin))*100 
For Vin = 4.2 volts and Vout = 1.5V the LDO 
efficiency is 1.5/4.2 = 36%. 

Total power is Pt = 4.2* .400 = 1. 70W 

All power that is not delivered to the output load 
is dissipated as heat within the LDO. Dissipated 
power is estimated as: 

This will be dissipated as heat. We have just 
calculated the maximum continuous power (Pt) and 
the RAM will not operate at this level for very long. 
If we look at a 10% duty cycle the average power 
consumption will be: 

Pt = 0.10*1.7 = 0.17W 

The amount of time the RAM operates at Imax is 
dependent upon the application, power manage
ment firmware and the operating system. 

As shown in Figure 2, the battery voltage does 
not stay at 4.2V for long. Let's recalculate the 
power consumption for the nominal battery voltage 
of 3.6V. Vout is still at 1.5V, the LDO efficiency is 
then 42%. 
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If the system requires lower power consumption 
and the above configuration is not acceptable, 
consider the solution shown in Figure 3, where 
the input of LOO 5 is connected to the output of 
Buck 3 which is set to 1.8V to power memory. 
For the configuration shown earlier the efficiency 
of LOO 5 will be: 

For this example the input of LOO 5 is connected 
to a 1.8V rail, so the efficiency is now: 

Efficiency = VouJVin = (1.5V/1.8V)*100 = 83% 

Dissipated power is estimated as: 

This will be dissipated as heat. The LOO 5 
efficiency is 83%. Note if we were to use a 
switching supply instead of LOO 5, the efficiency 
could be as low as 85%, an improvement of just 
2% for this block. However, the overall efficiency 
depends on the type of converter used. Using the 
efficiency curves from National Semiconductor's 
LP3971 buck converter datasheet (see Figure 4), 
the overall system loss due to this double 
conversion DC/DC + LOO will be 78%. An LOO is 

LpOWER MANAGEMENT 
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1 10 100 

Output Current (rnA) 

the lowest cost, smallest size and lowest noise 
solution. 

Adding another DC/DC converter to power the 
RAM will increase the PCB area due to the 
addition of a very large external inductor (3 x 
3mm) by 10mm2 and increase the overall noise of 
your system. If a 1.8V supply is not available, any 
buck converter voltage rail which is lower then 
Vbatt can be used. The lower the LOO input 
voltage the higher the efficiency, as long as the 
input voltage is above Vout + Vdropout. 

Simplest And Lowest Noise 
Unlike Chicken Little who lived in fear of the sky 

falling, there is no reason to worry when using an 
LOO to power low voltage microprocessors as 
shown in this application note. Ask yourself this 
question: " It is your system and you can use any 
power solution, do you really want to use an extra 
buck converter and inductor to improve system 
efficiency by a few percent?" After all, the simplest 
form of a voltage converter is a linear regulator: it 
is cheap, small and easy to use. USing a buck 
converter to power the low voltage rails will 
increase the size of the PMIC add another 3 x 
3mm inductor, increase the BOM cost and PCB 
area. 

After all, an LOO is the simplest, lowest noise 
solution and can be optimised for your application. 

1000 
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Military Avionics Systems 
Ian Moir, Allan Seabridge, 
Malcolm Jukes 
(Contributions by) 
Wiley 

The term 'avionics' originated in the 1930s; it was a 
simplification of AViation electrONICS. 

World War II gave the impetus for the simple radio set 
which only some aircraft carried up to that time, to every 
aircraft having a radio and many "IFF" (Intercept Friend or 
Foe) that helped you work out which aircraft were on your 
side, so you cou Id attack the rest. 

Times have changed, however. Since my first foray as 
an Aviation Student in that late 60s, military aircraft had 
avionics purely as a supplement to aid the pilot in his 
task. Today, we have aircraft that are really flying avionics 
platforms, and the pilot is there to supplement the 
avionics in their task. 

As the a potential next step, aircraft like the Global 
Hawk, have no on-board pilot and is a sensor and 

One of the joys of reading this book was the fact that 
throughout it there are actual case studies and real 
world examples from current projects. 

Here is a summary of the contents: 
1. Aircraft roles include air superiority, ground attack, 
strategic bomber, maritime patrol, battlefield 
surveillance, airborne early warning, electronic warfare, 
photographic reconnaissance, air-to-air refuelling, 
troop/material transport, unmanned air vehicles and 
training. 
2. Technology and architectures includes JIAWG and 
COTS, teal-time operating systems, RF integration and 
Pave Pace/F-35 shared aperture architecture. 
3. Basic radar systems include basic principles and 
antennas, major modes, pulsed and Doppler, other uses 
and target tracking. 
4. Advanced radar systems include pulse compression, 
pulsed Doppler, advanced antennas and synthetic 
aperture radar. 
5. The electro-optics chapter includes television, night
vision goggles, IR imaging and tracking and lasers. 
6. Electronic warfare includes signals intelligence 

(SIGINT), electronic support 

It took me two months to read it whilst maintaining a 
very busy work schedule and, yet, I still find it a 

measures and countermeasures 
and defensive aids. 
7. Communications and 
identification includes CNI, RF 
propagation, transponders, data 
links and network-centric 

fascinating read and, especially, as an emergency 
back-up brain reference 

operations. 
weapons delivery platform - all run by "avionics". 

For all of us, whether practitioners of the "black art" of 
aviation electronics or students, technicians or just 
interested parties, this book gives an amazing insight into 
avionics history and the evolution of modern and future 
systems. The authors openly admit this book has taken a 
long time to prepare, with the assistance of companies 
that read like a "Whose Who" of the military aviation 
world. It also takes quite some time to read it too. 

The first thing that struck home was the immense 
effort the authors have made to cover every aspect of 
just about everything. I believe many projects in the 
military (and civilian) world would benefit immensely from 
having the often isolated specialists given a "world view". 
This comes from increasing complexity and specialisation 
and, no-doubt, from "need to know" security issues. One 
of the design concepts of the book is to give the reader a 
"wholistic" overview of all the various systems that have 
been integrated into a platform, and how they are used. 
For example, Crew Escape systems are discussed, 
including details of what the pilot wears. 

The book is well researched and organised in an easy 
to read style - even though it is 550 pages long, which 
makes the comprehension of sometimes difficult subjects 
relatively easy. Every section lists a comprehensive 
source of follow-up references. 
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8. Navigation includes radio, inertial and satellite, 
integrated navigation GPS and Global Air Transport 
Management (GATM). 
9. Weapons carriage and guidance include the F16, AH-
64, Eurofighter Typhoon, F/ A-22 Raptor, Nimrod MRA4, F-
35 JSF and, also, covers the MIL-STD-1760 standard 
stores interface and air-to-air missiles and air-to-ground 
ordnance. 
10. The Vehicle Management Systems chapter includes 
summary and control of utility systems, sub-system 
descriptions and design considerations. 
11. Displays includes crew station, head-up, helmet
mounted and head-down displays, emerging display 
technologies and visibility requirements. 

What then follows is a very comprehensive 15-page 
glossary. 

I agree with the publishers that Moir and Seabridge's 
book will appeal to practitioners in the aerospace 
industry across many disciplines, such as aerospace 
engineers, designers, pilots, aircrew, maintenance 
engineers , ground crew, navigation experts, weapons 
developers and instrumentation developers. It also 
provides a valuable reference source to students in the 
fields of systems and aerospace engineering and 
avionics. 

It took me two months to read it whilst maintaining a 



very busy work schedule and, yet, I still find it a fasci 
nating read and, especially, as an "emergency back up 
brain reference". 

Military Avionic Systems follows on from Moir and 
Seabridge's previous book, 'Civil Avionics Systems ' , 
which has become a standard reference. 

Information about the authors: 
After 20 years in the Royal Air Force, Ian Moir went on 

to Smiths Industries in the UK where he was involved in 
a number of advanced projects . Ian has a broad and 
detailed experience working in aircraft avionics systems 
in both military and civil aircraft, such as the RAF 
Tornado, Apache helicopter and Boeing 777. Since 
retiring from Smiths Industries he is now in demand as a 
highly respected consultant. 

Allan Seabridge is the Chief Flight Systems Engineer at 
BAE Systems at Warton in Lancashire in the UK. In over 

30 years in the aerospace 
industry his work has 
included avionics on the 
Nimrod MRA 4 and Joint 
Strike Fighter, as well as a 
the development of a 
range of flight and 
avionics systems on a 
wide range of fast jets, 
training aircraft and 
ground and maritime 
surveillance projects. 

Carl Holden 
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TIPS 'N' TRICKS 

Microchip continues to innovative products that are smaller, faster, easier to use and 

more reliable. The Flash-based PICmicro microcontrollers (MCUs) are used in a wide 

range of everyday products from smoke detectors to industrial, automotive and 

medical products. The PIC12F/16F family of devices with on-chip voltage comparators 

merges all the advantages of the PICmicro MCU architecture and the flexibility of 

Flash program memory with the mixed signal nature of a voltage comparator. 

Together they form a low-cost hybrid digital/analogue building block with the power 

and flexibility to work in an analogue world. The flexibility of Flash and an excellent 

development tool suite, including a low cost In-Circuit Debugger, In-Circuit Serial 

Programming (ICSP) and MPLAB ICE 2000 emulation, make these devices ideal for just 

about any embedded control application. The following series of Tips 'n' Tricks can 

be applied to a variety of applications to help make the most of discrete voltage 

comparators or microcontrollers with on-chip voltage. 

TiP 1: MAKING AN OP-AMP OUT OF A COMPARATOR 

When interfacing to a sensor, some gain is typically 
required to match the full range of the sensor to the full 
range of an ADC. Usually this is done with an operational 
amplifier. However, in cost-sensitive applications an 
additional active component may exceed the budget. This 
tip shows how an on-chip comparator can be used as an 
op-amp-like gain stage for slow sensor signals. Both an 
inverting and non-inverting topologies are shown (see 
Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

To design a non-inverting amplifier, choose resistors R1 
and R2 using the gain formula for an op-amp non-inverting 
amplifier (see Equation 1). 

G 
. R1 + R2 
aln=---- (1) 

R2 

Once the gain has been determined, values for R3 and 
C2 can be determined also. R3 and C2 form a low-pass 

Figure 1: Non-inverting amplifier 
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Figure 2: Inverting amplifier 
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filter on the output of the amplifier. The corner frequency of 
the low pass should be two to three times the maximum 
frequency of the signal being amplified to prevent 
attenuation of the signal and R3 should be kept small to 
minimise the output impedance of the amplifier. Equation 2 
shows the relation-ship between R3, C2 and the corner 
frequency of the low pass filter. 

FCORNER = ------- (2) 
2 * n * R3 * C2 

A value for C1 can then be determined using Equation 3. 
The corner frequency should be the same as Equation 3. 

FCORNER=-------- (3) 



To design an inverting amp, choose resistors Rl and R2 
using the gain formula for an op-amp inverting amplifier 
(see Equation 4). 

Gain = _R---,1_ 

R2 

Then choose values for the resistor divider formed by R4 

TiP 2: PWM HIGH·CURRENT DRIVER 

(4) 

This tip combines a comparator with a Mosfet transistor 
and an inductor to create a switch mode high-current 
driver circuit (see Figure 3). The operation of the circuit 
begins with the Mosfet off and no current flowing in the 
inductor and load. With the sense voltage across Rl 
equal to zero and a DC voltage present at the drive 
level input, the output of the comparator goes low. The 
low output turns on the Mosfet and a ramping current 
builds through the Mosfet, inductor, load and Rl. 

Drive 
Level 

Comparator 

Figure 3: High current driver 

Voo 

When the current ramps high enough to generate a 
voltage across Rl equal to the drive level, the compa
rator output goes high turning off the Mosfet. The 
voltage at the junction of the Mosfet and the inductor 
then drops until Dl forward biases. The current conti
nues ramping down from its peak level toward zero. 
When the voltage across the sense resistor Rl drops 
below the drive level, the comparator output goes low, 
the Mosfet turns on and the cycle starts over. 

R2 and Cl form a time delay network that limits the 
switching speed of the driver and causes it to slightly 
overshoot and undershoot the drive level when opera
ting. The limit is necessary to keep the switching speed 
low, so the Mosfet switches efficiently. If R2 and Cl 
were not present, the system would run at a speed set 
by the comparator propagation delay and the switching 
speed of the Mosfet. At that speed, the switching time 

TIPS 'N' TRICKS 

and R5. Finally choose Cl and C2 as shown in the non
inverting amplifier design. 

Example: 

• For C2 will set the corner F 

• Gain = 6.156, Rl = R3 = 19.8k 

• R2 = 3.84k, Cl = .04 7~F, FCORNER = 171Hz 

• C2 = .22~F 

Load Current 

Drive Level Ripple Current 

'"'--------------- Time 
Figure 4: Current through the load 

of the Mosfet would be a significant portion of the 
switching time and the switching efficiency of the 
Mosfet would be too low. 

To design a PWM high current driver, first determine a 
switching speed (Fswx) that is appropriate for the 
system. Next, choose a lVlosfet and Dl capable of 
handling the load current requirements. Then choose 
values for R2 and Cl using Equation 5. 

Fswx= 
2 

R2 *C1 
(5) 

Next, determine the maximum ripple current that the 
load will tolerate and calculate the required inductance 
value for Ll using Equation 6. 

Voo - VLOAO 
L=-------

IRIPPLE ~ Fswx * 2 

Finally, choose a value for Rl that will produce a 
feedback ripple voltage of 100mV for the maximum 
ripple current IRIPPLE. 

Example: 

• Fswx = 10kHz, R2 = 22k, Cl = .01~F 

• IRIPPLE = 100mA, VDD = 12V, VL = 3.5V 

• L = 4.25mH 

(6) 
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TiP 3: DELTA SIGMA ADC 

This tip describes the creation of a hardware/software-based 
delta sigma ADC. A delta sigma ADC is based on a delta 
sigma modulator composed of an integrator, a comparator, a 
clock sampler and a 1-bit DAC output. In this example, the 
integrator is formed by Rl and C1. The comparator is an on
chip voltage comparator. The clock sampler is implemented 
in software and the 1-bit DAC output is a single I/O pin. The 
DAC output feeds back into the integrator through R2. 
Resistors R3 and R4 form a VDD/2 reference for the circuit 
(see Figure 5). 

Input 

Figure 5: Delta sigma modulator 

TiP 4: LEVEL SHIFTER 

This tip shows the use of the comparator as a digital 
logic level shifter. The inverting input is biased to the 
centre of the input voltage range (VIN/2). The non
inverting input is then used for the circuit input. When the 
input is below the V1N/2 threshold, the 
output is low. When the input is above VIN/2, 
then the output is high. Input 

Values for Rl and R2 are not critical, 
though their ratio should result in a thres
hold voltage V1N/2 at the mid-point of the 
input signal voltage range. Some micro
controllers have the option to connect the 
inverting input to an internal voltage 
reference. To use the reference in place of 
Rl and R2 simply select the internal 
reference and configure it for one half the 
input voltage range. 

In operation, the feedback output from the software is a 
time sampled copy of the comparator output. In normal 
operation, the modulator output generates a PWM signal 
which is inversely proportional to the input voltage. As the 
input voltage increases, the PWM signal will drop in duty cycle 
to compensate. As the input decreases, the duty cycle rises. 

To perform an A-to-D conversion, the duty cycle must be 
integrated over time, digitally, to integrate the duty cycle to a 
binary value. The software starts two counters. The first 
counts the total number of samples in the conversion and the 

Data 

Example: 

second counts the number of samples that 
were low. The ratio of the two counts is 
equal to the ratio of the input voltage over 

VDD · 

Note: This assumes that Rl and R2 are 
equal and R3 is equal to R4. If Rl and R2 
are not equal, then the input voltage is also 
scaled by the ratio of R2 over Rl, and R3 
must still be equal to R4. 

Example: 

• R3 = R4 = 10kHz 

• Rl = R2 = 5.1k 

• Cl = 1000pF 

• V1N = 0 - 2V, V1N/2 = lV, VDD = 5V 

• R2 = 10k, R3 = 3.9k 

R2 

Data 

Note: Typical propagation delay for the circuit 
is 250-350ns using the typical on-chip 
comparator peripheral of a microcontroller. Figure 6: Level shifter 
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Win a Microchip PleDEM.net 
lite Internet/Ethernet 
Demonstration Board 

Telnet 
Quality second-user test & measurement equipment 
Tel: 02476 6S0 702 Fax: 02476 6S0 773 
Web: www.lelnel.uk.com Email: sales@lelnel.uk.com 
All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee and 90 days in some cases. Add carriage and VAT to all goods. 
1 Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley Industrial Estate Coventry CV3 2RL ENGLAND 

Agilent (HP) 3314A Function Generator 20 MHz £650 
Agilent (HP) 3325A and B function gen. from £550 
Agilent (HP) 435A/B, 436A, 4637B, 438A Power Meters from £100 
Agilent (HP) 3561 A Dynamic Signal Analyser £2950 
Agilent (HP) 3562A Dual Ch. Dynamic Sig. Analyser £2750 
Agilent (HP) 3582A Spectrum Analyser Dual Channel £995 
Agilent (HP) 3585A and B Spec. An. (40MHz) from £2500 
Agilent (HP) 35660A Dynamic Sig. An £2950 
Agilent (HP) 4191 A R/F Impedance analyzer (1 GHz) £2995 
Agilent (HP) 4192A UF Impedance Analyser (13MHz) £3500 
Agilent (HP) 4193A Vector Impedance Meter £2750 
Agilent (HP) 4274A LCR Meter £1750 
Agilent (HP) 4275A LCR Meter £2750 
Agilent (HP) 4276A LCR Meter £1400 
Agilent (HP) 4278A Capacitance Meter (1 KHz / 1 MHz) £2500 
Agilent (HP) 5342A Frequency Counter (18GHz) £850 
Agilent (HP) 5351 B Frequency Counter (26.5GHz) £2250 
Agilent (HP) 5352B Frequency Counter (40GHz) £3950 
Agilent (HP) 53310A Mod. Domain An (opt 1/31) £2750 
Agilent (HP) 54600A / B 100 MHz Scopes from £700 
Agilent (HP) 54810A Infinium Scope 500MHz £2995 
Agilent (HP) 8116A Function Gen. (50MHz) £1500 
Agilent (HP) 8349B (2- 20GHz) Amplifier £1750 
Agilent (HP) 8350B Mainframe sweeper (plug-ins avail) £250 
Agilent (HP) 85024A High Frequency Probe £1000 
Agilent (HP) 8594E Spec. An. (2.9GHz) opt 41,101,105,130) £3995 
Agilent (HP) 8596E Spec. An. (12.8 GHz) opt various £6500 
Agilent (HP) 8941 OA Vector Sig. An. Dc to 10MHz £7500 
Agilent (HP) 89440A Vector Signal Analyser 2MHz - 1.8GHz £7750 
Agilent (HP) 33120A Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator 15MHz £850 
Agilent (HP) 53131 A Frequency Counter £750 

Agilent (HP) 53181 A Frequency Counter 
Agilent (HP) 4284A Precison LCR Meter 
Agilent (HP) 6031 A Power Supply (20V - 120A) 
Agilent (HP) 6032A Power Supply (60V - 50A) 
Agilent (HP) 6671 A Power Supply (8V - 200A) 
Agilent (HP) E4411A Spectrum Analyser (9kHz -1.5GHz) 
Agilent (HP) 8924C COMA Mobile Station Test Set 
Agilent (HP) E8285C COMA Mobile Station Test Set 
Agilent (HP) 54520A 500MHz 2 Channel Oscilloscope 
Agilent (HP) 546450 100MHz Mixed Signal Oscilloscope 
Agilent (HP) 8713B 300kHz - 3GHz Network Analyser 
Agilent (HP) 8566B 100Hz - 22GHz High Performance Spec. An. 
Agilent (HP) 8592B 9kHz - 22GHz Spectrum Analyser 
Amplifier Research 1 OW1 OOOB Power Amplifier (1 GHz) 
Anritsu ML 2438A Power Meter 
Rohde & Schwarz SMY01 9kHz - 1040 MHz Signal Generator 
Rohde & Schwarz CMD 57 Digital Radio Comms Test Set 
Rohde & Schwarz XSRM Rubidium Frequency Standard 
Rohde & Schwarz CMD 80 Digital Radio Comms Test Set 
R&S SMIQ-03B Vector Sig. Gen. (3 GHz) 
R&S SMG (0.1 - 1 GHz) Sig. Gen. 
Tektronix THS 720A 100MHz 2 Channel Hand-held Oscilloscope 
W&G PFJ 8 Error & Jitter Test Set 
IFR (Marconi) 2051 10kHz-2.7GHz) Sig. Gen. 
Wayne Kerr AP 6050A Power Supply (60V - 50A) 
Wayne Kerr AP 400-5 Power Supply (400V - 5A) 
Wayne Kerr 3260A+3265A Precision Mag. An. with Bias Unit 
Wayne Kerr 3245 Precision Ind. Analyser 
Wayne Kerr 6425 Precison Component Analyser 
Wavetek 9100 Universal Calibrator (Opts 100 / 250) 
Various other calibrators in stock. Call for stock / prices 

£750 
£5750 
£1250 
£2000 
£1350 
£2995 
£3000 
£3000 
£1000 
£3000 
£4500 
£7000 
£6250 
£4700 
£1400 
£1750 
£4250 
£3750 
£3500 
£7000 
£1750 
£1250 
£4500 
£5000 
£1850 
£1300 
£5500 
£1750 
£2000 
£9000 
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Somebody has it wrong with DAB 
I noticed with great interest the headline on the front 

cover of the Electronics World December issue, with the 
words "What's wrong with DAB?" [the full article is on 
page 18, titled "A new approach to demodulation " ]. 

My interest is not only academic - and not in any way 
polemic , but it is 
related to the 
recent talk of 
DAB being 
obsolete and 
that while the 
'Danmarks 
Radio' (the 
Danish 
equivalent of 
the BBC) is 
heavily 
investing in this 
technology and promoting it 
intensely, the Swedish government has declared it a 
"dead technology". 

DAB - the right choice? 

Ole Christensen 
Denmark 

Understanding the link between the ear and the brain 
has been vital to the development of audio compression. 
In practice, only 10% of sounds reaching the human ear 
can actually be used in compression. Data or sound 
carried this way should be capable of being broadcast 
without loss of quality. 

But sound quality has inevitably been lost in an attempt 
to reduce costs. The UK DAB system has been overlo
aded, so the sound information carried by DAB is spreads 
too thinly. It's being used on twice as many stations as 
the system was intended to carry. The result is that the 
UK DAB system frequently sounds like old medium wave 
radio. 

A newer standard, called DRM, is much more efficient 
and already in use on the short, medium and long-wave 
bands. DRM is being tuned as a replacement for DAB on 
FM bands and will be known as DRM Plus. 

DRM Plus can be carried on existing radio masts and 
less expensive. For small stations, DRM Plus should allow 
the flexibility of FM, so that individual stations can target 
their niche audience using their existing masts. 

DAB, on the other hand, prevents small stations from 
targeting niche audiences, compelling them at extra cost 
to cover wider geographical areas. It also requires these 
stations to send their programmes to a remote central 
point (hub) where their content is digitally interwoven with 
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that of other stations. The combined programmes are 
t~en transmitted from a common mast. This means 
stations will be carried from a single hub, ignoring the 
needs of the minority audiences. '\ 

To celebrate the 80th anniversary of Irish radio, RTE 
plans to launch a national digital radio service, using the 
DAB standards. The system is now being tested along the 
east coast between Dublin and Dundalk. DAB was first 
launched by the BBC in 1995 and introduced then as CD 
radio. 

The founding ethos of RTE was supposed to encourage 
diversity and plurality, but DAB encourages monopolies, 
through the centralisation of broadcasting infrastructure. 

The government is supposed to be encouraging 
decentralisation, yet, in the DAB system smaller stations 
are likely to be bought out by powerful media groups with 
deep pockets. The low cost and flexibility of FM allowed 
the birth of Radio na Gaeltachta in Rosmuc in 1970-
1971. It was an unlicensed pirate station then. 

Germany, France, Sweden, Holland, Canada and 
Australia have stalled further development of DAB and 
Finland has switched it off. RTE's attempt to introduce 
DAB in 1999 failed to make an impact. Local and ethnic 
stations couldn't afford DAB. ComReg, Independent 
Broadcasters Ireland, Communicorp, UTV and Community 
Radios do not support DAB. 

Many stations are adopting the 'wait and see' approach. 

THD nonsense 

Enda O'Kane 
Ireland 

This letter concerns the inappropriate use of THO, since 
this problem is highlighted in the November article by 
Douglas Self "A new type of power amplifier" [page 20]. 

The square-law mode amplifiers are still unknown to 
most engineers. For audio, the square-law mode allows 
the bias current for pure class-A to be half that of 
conventional class-A, which equates to roughly half the 
size and weight of standard class-A. It also benefits 
class-AB. 

Since my square-law article was published 1995 I have 
searched the journals and have read over 50 articles that 
use the square-law principle, which is based on the 
'quarter-square' mathematical identity. A 1996 Kluwer 
book 'Analog Circuit Design' , by Hauser, Klumperink and 
Meyer, has a chapter reviewing these articles from 1988 
up to 1993. Philips published an IEEE 2002 paper by 
M van der Heijden (et al) for a 30W COMA GHz power 
amplifier using Mosfets an approximated square-law mode 
with higher efficiency and lower distortion than conven
tional class-AB techniques. The technique is a significant 
technological advance and is not a hoax. (The Heijden 



article is free from a .de university; to find it search for: 
ultra-linear square-law). It provides a method for obtaining 
inherent linearity without negative feedback and that's 
great for GHz amps since negative feedback is not an 
option at that frequency. 

I was pleased to read an audio power amp article again 
in Electronics World 1 [1 Self Nov 2006] after a long 
break. I would like to see more of the old style WW and 
EW articles on audio design. I would also like to see THO 
measurements replaced by weighted distortion measure
ments or some similar compatible scheme. 

Why do we still use THO as a measure of audio quality 
when most know that it does not provide a measure of 
audio quality? It is nonsense and its use has brought the 
work of designers into disrepute. 

THO as a flawed metric has been known since 1932 2 

[2 Masa], so Shorter 3 [3 Shorter] in 1950 proposed a 
harmonic weighting method to replace THO, and Fielder's 
4 [4 Fielder] in 1988 provided the threshold curves for 
weighting distortion to take account of masking. But all 
have been largely ignored. Incidentally, Fielder established 
that distortion with high order harmonics of 0.0003% 
(-110dB) were audible. Even though distortion artefacts at 
these level are usually buried in thermal noise, our 
hearing system amazingly filters most of this out (if it is a 
steady noise level) 5,6 [5 Neve, 6 Philips 2005]. Several 
articles on distortion weighting have appeared in Hi-Fi 
News recently 7,8,9 [7 Howard 2001, 8 2004, 9 2005] 
and some on the Internet 5, 10,11 [5 Neve again, 10 Wiki 
468, 11 Lindos, 12 Klippel]. 

Robin Froud's letter 13 [13 Froud] is an example where 
the use of THO leads to another misleading conclusion. 
His article seems to suggest why bother designing better 
amplifiers until we get better speakers, since, "surely any 
distortion is additive"? But speaker nonlinear distortion is 
not additive to class-B crossover distortion 
because speaker driver nonlinearities are of 
low order, which means low order harmonics 
and so can exist at much higher levels than 
high order harmonics before becoming 
audible. This is not the case with class-B 
crossover distortion, it does not reduce at 
lower power levels, and our hearing can 
be amazingly sensitive to this type of 
distortion 14 [14 SC]. Nonlinearity in a 
speaker is like nonlinearity in a class-A 
amplifier - both are of low order and 
when the signal level is reduced the 
distortion level falls away below 
audibility very rapidly, so in practice 
nonlinear distortion is not a problem 
with speakers and class-A amplifiers 
even though they may present high 
THO figures at full power. 

audibility threshold is around 1% for the average listener. 
A weighted figure of 0.1% has been suggested as a 
design target for power amplifiers 15 [15 Stuart 1973]. 

I performed simulations by placing a passive weighting 
filter prior to FFT to magnify class-B's high order distortion 
to demonstrate what we can expect with a weighting filter. 
With a typical emitter follower class-B stage with 0.22Q 
emitter resistors and optimal bias the weighted figure is 
around 30 times higher. This pushes typical 0.003% THO 
class-B distortion figures into the just audible region. 

These simulations were also able to answer a long
standing question of mine. Ooes crossover distortion 
become more audible at lower power levels? For class-B 
THO rises with reducing power, while the levels of high 
order harmonics fall with reducing power. It turns out that 
these two effects cancel and weighted crossover 
distortion stays roughly the same from near full power 
down to the crossover region, typically around 50mW for 
25mA-50mA class-B biasing. 

I also simulated weighted distortion for conventional 
class-AB and square-law mode class-AB, where the 
square-law mode provides two useful advantages over 
conventional class-AB in that the bias point is halved for 
the same class-A power band, giving a 6dB power 
advantage, as well as a smoother transition from the 
class-A region at high power, since an abrupt gm-doubling 
step does not occur in square-law mode AB 16,17 [16 
Olsson's 1994, 17 Hegglun Sep 1995]. 

What's the best bias for class-AB? Simulations show 
when the bias is reduced to 1/3rd that required for pure 
class-A then the heatsink rating in square-law mode can 
be the rating as for class-B, and with this bias the class-A 
power band is -10dB relative to full power (eg 12W for a 
125W amplifier). For 125W into 8R peak current is 5.6A, 
and for 1/3rd bias square-Iaw-AB you need 1/12th of the 
peak current, hence a bias current of 466mA. This was 

demonstrated in my article with 300mA optimum 
bias for 50W, which corresponds to 

470mA for 125W. I note XO used 
lA for 125W and appears to 
provide a 5W class-A band. 

Essentially, the difference between 
implementing square-law mode 
class-AB and conventional class-AB is 
the omission of source (or emitter) 
degeneration resistors 1 [1 Self Nov 
2006] and then biasing FETs (or 
bipolar transistors) at a relatively high 
bias current (around 1/12th of the 
peak current), permitting a wide class-A 
power band and also lowering the gm
doubling distortion of conventional 
class-AB. 

A simple promising approach for 

weighting distortion that can be •• ~liiiililiiill!~i 
used by anyone on a limited budget is 
to place a passive weighting filter ahead of the 

Interestingly, simulations also showed 
that when external emitter resistors are 
omitted a modified form of bipolar derived 
square-law class-AB is obtained, and this 
can potentially provide even lower distortion 

harmonic analyser to simulate the approximate shape of 
the average listener's auditory threshold curve. Although 
this technique assumes no masking, it is a condition that 
can occur with high order class-B crossover distortion. The 
weigrlting filter boosts higher order harmonics such that 
the trlreshold value as viewed on a meter or graph is the 
same for any harmonic. When weighting is used the 

than Mosfets in square-law mode. It seems 
to the best solution to high order class-B crossover 
distortion since weighted distor-tion is reduced by a factor 
of 100 or more. 

The problem without emitter resistors is thermal 
runaway, but there are circuit options that can prevent 
this, such as cascoding or devices like the Sanken 
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SAP15/16's with integral sensor diodes. Power Mosfets 
have an inherently lower temperature sensitivity than 
bipolar transistors and are therefore easier to stabilise 
without degeneration resistors 17 [17 Cordell 1984] and a 
number of simple error correction techniques can are 
available if desired. 

I wish Cambridge Audio all the best with the Azur 840A 
amplifier, which overcomes the dreaded class-B crossover 
distortion problem at a good price. 
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Is the Cambridge amp suffering from cross-over? 
In the article 'A new kind of amplifier' by Doug Self, an 

audio output stage is described with a 'displacement' 
current source added to it, which shifts up (displaces) the 
output voltage level at which the main amplifier leaves 
class-A operation. 

In the case of the push-pull displacement current 
source (refer to Figures 7 and 8 in the article), which 
yields lowest THD, the control of this current is solely 
based on the actual output voltage and not on monitoring 
of the current flowing through the load. So the generation 
of the displacement current (which should be equal, 
roughly, to the actual load CURRENT) is based on the 
load VOLTAGE. 

This approach assumes a linear (resistive) relation 
between the output voltage and output current of the 
amplifier. Or at least a fixed phase relation and fixed 
amplitude ratio. This reminded me of the articles by 
Graham Maynard: "C/ass-A imagineering (part 1-6)" in 
Electronics World, June to November 2004. His objection 
against common practice was that measurements of 
amplifiers were taken with a resistor as the load. His 
message was that for a real speaker, voltage and current 
could have an awful phase relation. 

If true this could mean that a class-XD amp showing low 
THD and high efficiency if resistor loaded, suffers from 
cross-over once loaded by a real-life speaker. 

This cross-over occurring could be solved by an increase 
of the margin of the displacement current (margin w.r.t. 
the amplitude of current demanded by a resistor), but then 
efficiency would drop. By the way: is the amplifier tuned to 
8Q and 6Q, or 4Q would disturb operation in class-XD. 

Doug Self replies: 

Bram Meise 
The Netherlands 

You can be certain that the Azur 840A class-XD amplifier 
is designed to handle a very wide range of real-life loud
speakers, including those with highly reactive phase 
characteristics. The fact is that the voltage/current phase 
relationship in a real loudspeaker - while very variable 
with frequency - varies within fairly well defined limits, and 
so can be allowed for in the design process. The operating 
parameters of the 840A XD system are set so there is 
ample displacement current available for any reactive load 
the amplifier is likely to encounter. 

On your second point, you are quite wrong in assuming 
that the AB amplifier was a simpler or cruder design. It 
was exactly the same amplifier with the XD circuitry 
removed and the bias suitably increased to give AB opera
tion. This is clearly the only way to make a mean-ingful 
comparison between conventional operation and the 
improved performance of the XD system. 

Douglas Self 
UK 



Rejection Filter 
With An 
Impedance 
Inverter 

An impedance inverter is the main part of the rejection 
filter shown in Figure 1. The circuit of the impedance 
inverter is shown in Figure 2. The total impedance of 
the impedance inverter can be described by the 
following equation: 

where k is the Boltzmann's constant: 

k = 1.38 '10-23 J / K 

e is the electron charge: 

e = 1.6'10-19 coulomb 

I is the current of the circuit (i.e. the DC current of R4), 
and T is the temperature in Celsius. 
Z "'" R2 at the resonance frequency: 

1 
f = 2JrYCILl 

(it is assumed that the resonance resistance of the 
circuit Clll is many times larger than R2). 
The frequency response of the rejection filter is equal to 
zero at that frequency when R4 + Zr. = 0 (the 
adjustment of the resistor R4 is necessary to satisfy 
this condition) - i.e. the output impedance of the 
rejection filter is equal to zero at that frequency. As a 
result the frequency response of the rejection filter is 
equal to zero at the frequency 1/2J'C.J LC , 
regardless of the input impedance of the filter load and 
the output impedance of the signal source. 
The frequency response of the rejection filter is shown 
in Figure 3. The stopband width of the filter can be 
changed by means of the change of R2 value, if 
necessary. 

Serge; Chekcheyev 
Tiraspol 
Moldova 
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Q1 
BC547C 

Q3 
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Wide Range Continuity Tester 
This tester does not need an 
on/off switch and produces a 
tone varying smoothly in 
frequency with resistance. It 
starts to produce a tone at a 
resistance of about 3K and, 
yet, 4Q can be easily 
distinguished from a short 
circuit. 

With nothing connected to 
the probes, TRl is off and the 
circuit is not powered. At 
about 3K, TRl turns on and 
TR3/4 oscillates. The 
frequency depends on the 
current through R4, which 
varies with the resistance 
between the probes. Once 
the voltage across the probes 

Battery 

reduces below about 0.25V, TR2 starts to turn on 
progressively and gives a further increase in frequency, giving 
improved resolution at the low resistance end. 

The voltage and current at the probes are enough to test 
diodes and light up LEOs (not blue), but should not damage 
sensitive devices. 

The prototype uses an 8Q loudspeaker and is fairly quiet. 
A higher impedance speaker would give more volume . 

White LED Torch 
This low-cost circuit is suitable for powering flashlights, 
emergency lighting and other applications in which it is 
desirable to power white LEOs from one or two primary cell 
batteries. 

The transistor, lk resistor [Rll and the tapped inductor 
form a blocking oscillator. When the power button is pressed, 
the transistor is biased on through the lk resistor. Voltage 
that appears from the tap on the inductor to the collector 
causes the voltage on this resistor to be even higher than the 
battery voltage, thereby providing positive feedback. Also 
because there is voltage across the inductance between the 
tap and the collector of the transistor, collector current 

R'l 
820 OI'HI", 

Inductor 

Ir---J40Cl1 

Q1~ 
2 r-.J2222A Cl ~ VVhi te Led 

0.1 uF 
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Speaker 

The prototype used 2N3704 for the NPNs, BC327 for the 
PNP and a lN4148 diode, but any general purpose silicon 
devices should work. It will run off two M batteries or a 
single lithium coin cell. 

Alex Hiley 
Woking 
UK 

Email your circuit ideas to: 

ewcircuit@nexusmedia.com 

increases with time (this is in addition to a starting value that 
relates to the current supplied to the base, but this part of 
the collector current is rather small). Because of the positive 
feedback, the transistor stays saturated until something 
happens to change its base current. 

At some point, the IR drop across the inductor from the tap 
to the collector approaches the battery voltage (actually battery 
voltage - VCEsat). As this happens, voltage is no longer 
induced in the winding from the tap to the lk resistor and the 
base voltage starts to drop. This forces the base voltage to go 
negative, thereby accelerating the switching off of the 
transistor. Now, the transistor is off but the inductor continues 

T 

to source current and the collector voltage rises. 
Quickly, the collector voltage gets high enough for the 

LED to conduct current and it does for a little while, until 
the inductor runs out of current, then the collector 
voltage starts to ring toward ground base voltage swings 
positive again, turning the transistor on again for another 
cycle. 

To obtain brighter LED for a given peak current, a diode 
[IN4001l and capacitor [Cll are added in the circuit. 

For tapped inductor, wind 30 turns of 28 swg wire on a 
ferrite transformer core and make a tap at 15 turns. 

This circuit draws approximately 20mA from the M cell. 

D. Prabakaran 
Head of Department-mechanical engg 
N L Polytechnic college 
Tamilnadu, India 
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RoHS 
Living with RoHS - the big questions 

Now that RoHS is law (as of 1 st of July this year), there are more questions than ever 
about how to cope with it. Recent research showed that the UK wasn't prepared for 
the deadline. Only 12% of design engineers, buyers and MRO engineers were fully 
compliant in readiness, ahead of RoHS officially coming into force. Whilst 37% of 
respondents revealed that they were "close to becoming compliant", a further 28% 
confessed that they had only just "started to become compliant". 

There's still clearly a lot that needs to be done by the design engineering 
cornmunity but the main nling for engineers to realise is that they aren't alone in 
their quest to become compliant. Wide ranges of support services exist to help 
people along the way, such as those on offer at www.rohs.info. The fact that the 
deadline has passed means that it is even more important to access the help that 
exists. 

The research - which was conducted amongst 263 UK design engineers, buyers 
and MRO engineers - shows that distributors are playing a vital role in ensuring 
compliance is achieved. Around 46% of those surveyed had chosen to approach a 
distributor for reliable RoHS support, followed by 22% who preferred to directly 
approach the manufacturer. Interestingly, only 9% have been relying on the 
government for RoHS support. 

By its nature, online support is the fastest way to find out about the latest RoHS 
complaint products. Signing up to automatic email notification or online 'Bill of 

Q: Do thr~pin mains plugs have to be RoHS 
compliant? 

A: If a three-pin mains plug is attached to equipment that is 
within the scope of RoHS then the plug has to comply. In the 
plug there are plastics that could well include PBB or PBDE 
brominated compounds. If PVC is present, then Pb and Cd 
also need to be considered. The metal components of a plug 
are usually brass so should contain less than 4% lead but the 
mains fuse should not be forgotten either. Usually, the end 
caps are silver-plated which is fine. Tey should not be SnPb, 
however, some fuses do use solder to attach the fuse wire. 
Thirteen-amp fuses are M-effect fuses so they will have a 
blob of solder on the wire and this can be SnCd or SnPb but 
should be lead-free. Also, remember that screws may be 
galvanised so hexavalent chromium is possible, although 

Q: 

A: 

Q: 

less likely. 

Can you give me an idea of the scope and 
requirements for RoHS in China? 

Chinese legislation will cover all Electronic Information 
Products (EIP). An extensive list has been published which 
includes many products not covered by EU RoHS, such as 
radar attached to aircraft or ships, medical equipment, 
measurement instruments, some production equipment, 
batteries and most types of components. There are two 
levels of requirements. Firstly, all EIPs must be marked to 
indicate where any of the six substances are present, 
although no substance restrictions apply. Secondly, 
products that will be specified in a catalogue also need to 
be taken into consideration - substance restrictions will be 
specified and these may be some or all of the six EU-RoHS 
substances and possibly others. For more information visit 
\4t w.rohs.info 

I understand that batteries are excluded 
from RoHS and are subject to a new battery 
directive. Do you know what this will 
cover? 
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Materials' conversion services are effective ways to get new part numbers for old 
non-compliant components and upgrade to the latest RoHS offerings. But being able 
to speak to experts is also proving key for engineers who have achieved compliance. 

Whilst 53% of respondents from the research considered online technical help 
and support services to be either "extremely" or "very" important, 39% also 
considered telephone technical help and support services to be "extremely/very 
important". There are still many grey areas around the new legislation that people 
are unsure about - exemptions and due diligence are just two of the 'hot potatoes'. 
Being able to access expert opinion over the coming months 011 these issues will be 
hugely important as the real effects of RoHS start to take place. 

There are still many questions that need answering about the scope of the 
legislation and it will be essential to keep on top of the products that are under 
review for exemption. A recent example of this is semiconductor evaluation boards. 
Distributors and manufacturers alike believed these to be out of scope but the 
National Weights and Measures Laboratory, the body responsible for policing RoHS, 
has decided they're in. 

It often isn't clear if a product is within the scope of RoHS or not. The situation 
for many types of industrial product will depend on how they are used. Equipment 
that is not dependent on electricity is also excluded such as gas boilers and petrol 

lawnmowers. 

A: 

Q: 

A: 

The EU has adopted Directive 2006/66/EC lion batteries and 
accumulators and waste batteries and accumulators" which 
was published on 26th September 2006. This directive repeals 
the old battery directive 911157/EEC and comes into force on 
2nd September 2008. 
The new batteries directive will affect producers, importers and 
distributors of all types of batteries that are put onto the EU 
market, either as individual batteries or incorporated within 
electrical equipment. It does not apply to applications in 
equipment for national security and specifically military 
purposes or equipment designed to be sent into space. 
The approach used for the new batteries directive has many 
similarities to the WEEE and RoHS directives as it requires spent 
batteries to be collected and recycled. This will also be financed 
by producers who will need to register, and there are substance 
restrictions and labelling requirements. 

Do you know what the take is on 
Semiconductor Evaluation Boards? 

There has been a lot of discussion about these without a clear 
satisfactory answer. However, NWML has stated that, in their 
opinion, they are finished products, although experts do not 
agree with this in all cases. Their status depends on their 
function. If this is to write software then they should be 
regarded as Category 3 (within scope), but if their function is 
designing equipment and they have no IT function, then they 
are not in the 10 WEEE categories. There will be boards that are 
somewhere between these two extremes; deciding on their 
status can be very difficult. 

Gary Nevison is chairman of the AFDEC RoHS team, board 

director at Electronics Yorkshire and head of product market 

strategy at Farnell InOne. As such he is our industry expert who 

will try and answer any questions that you might have relating 

to the issues of RoHS and WEE£. Your questions will be 

published together with Gary s answers in the following issues 

of Electronics World. Please email your questions to 

EWeditor@nexusmedia.com. marking them as RoHS or WEE£. 



UIlOl COlUMN 
Another stunning 
DISPLAY INVENTION 

By Chris Williams, UKDL 

During anyone's working lifetime in electronics, one might 
expect to see one or two spectacular inventions that can 
prove to be truly disruptive. I have been lucky - I witnes-

sed the birth of colour LED lamps and display devices in the 70s, 
the emergence of TN and STN LCDs in the 80s and active matrix 
LCDs in the 90s. 

Supplementing this was the continuing developments in plasma 
technology and the invention in the late 80s and early 90s of 
both small molecule OLED and polymer OLED, the latter being 
invented at Cambridge University and resulting in the spin out of 
a new company - Cambridge Display Technology (CDT). 

The 90s and early years of the 21st century have seen active 
matrix LCDs become the dominant force in the display industry 
with, by far, the highest market value of any display technology, 
and the unexpectedly rapid demise of the CRT from major force to 
insignificantly minor player in most markets. Pundits will say that 
LCDs will simply steamroller over all opposition and that they will 
remain at the forefront of sales and technology for the foresee
able future. 

All of this may now be set to change, courtesy of an extremely 
clever invention by COT called Total Matrix Addressing. Launched 
to the market on November 9th 2006, this date will be memo
rable in the future as the turning point when the apparent 
domination of LCOs was stopped in its tracks. The whole industry 
of display manufacturers now have the opportunity to revisit 
technologies that had previously been written off as technically or 
commercially impossible to use for many large area consumer 
electron ic a ppl ications. 

The early promise of OLEO technology (small molecule and 
polymer) was demonstrated using passive matrix displays. Here, 
the image is created from a continuous array of rows and 
columns, and an image would typically be "written" to the display 
by addressing a row at a time and illuminating the required pixels 
by activating the necessary columns, then moving on to the next 
row and activating a different set of columns. This 'row at a time' 
addressing is called multiplexing and OLEO manufacturers quickly 
became aware of constraints to the system. As the number of 
rows increases, so the capacitive loading of the system increases 
and the power requirements increase non-linearly. It was guess
timated that to drive an OLEO passive matrix TV might take a 
ridiculous 9kW of power. 

Indeed, most commercial applications of passive matrix OLEOs 
has a rule of thumb that the maximum number of lines that can 
be multiplexed will be about 64 or 128. Applications requiring 
more lines than this, such as domestic TV, where a standard flat 
panel analogue TV requires 480 lines and a HOTV requires up to 
1080 lines, require an active matrix backplane where the indivi
dual OLED pixels are driven by two or more transistors to ensure 
that the power consumption is minimised. Oesigning and deve
loping reliable active matrix backplanes for OLEO displays is 
taking longer than many product designers had wanted. There are 
fundamental technology hurdles to overcome - to have a cheap 

system, it would be better to use amorphous silicon thin-film 
transistors, but when these are used as current drive transistOI • • 
their operating characteristics can drift widely over time. So, 
given operating condition, the amount of power that an amor
phous silicon OLEO drive circuit will supply at the beginning may 
be hugely different to that it will supply later on, which would lead 
to display variances in brightness and colour that would be quite 
unacceptable. To mitigate this, designers are looking to 
implement complex control systems and to create "higher quality" 
TFT transistors at the manufacturing stage. All of this is moving 
the cost of manufacture in the wrong direction. 

Enter COT with Total Matrix Addressing (TAM). Here, a picture or 
frame to be shown on a passive matrix display is broken down 
into a whole series of sub-pictures or sub-frames, and to display 
each sub-frame, every row and every column is driven at the 
same time. The variables between each sub-frame are the 
amount of power supplied to individual columns and the amount 
of time for which each row is enabled. In other words, each 
picture is built up from a sequential series of sub-frames that will 
present data in digital form sufficiently quickly so that when 
viewed by the human eye, which is and will always be an analogue 
system, the human visual system integrates the individual sub
frames and "sees" the original picture. 

To display real-time video requires that pictures (frames) be 
presented to the eye at the rate of at least 24 frames per 
second, so depending on the number of sub-frames required for 
each frame, the actual data rate can be quite high. Using a digita~ 
signal processor (OSP) will allow this iterative frame building to 
take place using low-cost silicon chips. 

The mathematical principles of TAM are well understood and 
the prototype has been successfully built and demonstrated using 
discrete components. The race is now on to implement a solution 
in just one or two ICs. 

What's the likely result? Passive matrix displays with more II 
of pixels will now be enabled. Speculating wildly: it might well be 
possible to design passive matrix OLEO displays with many more 
lines - perhaps even to TV or HOTV standards. Let the imagina
tion go free and you can envisage a future where we print 
massive, large area polymer OLEO passive matrix displays on 
glass or plastic substrates using ink jet printers, or some simi 
type of system, and then Simply attach a small PCB with the 
silicon-based DSP and row/column drivers on board. 

Such a future will allow manufacturing of customised displays 
by small and medium companies, and will revitalise the elec-
tronics manufacturing economies of many of the countries 
production of conventional electronics has been "lost" to 
offshore countries where low labour costs or very high 
manufacturing centres have been established. 

This really is a great time to be working in the displays industry. 

Chris Williams is Network Director at UK Displays & Lighting KTN 
(Knowledge Transfer Network) 
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PRODUCTS 

Helping Hand For Inter-Vehicle Space Problems 
Leading connector manufacturer AS 
Connectors, part of n Electronics, 
is launching a new in-line adaptor to 
help solve the space issues 
frequently encountered in today's 
military environment. 

The ASORD 1062 slave start 
adaptor is designed to limit the 
amount of space required for 
carrying long inter-vehicle harnesses 
by allowing the standard NATO 
'slave start' harnesses to be 
coupled together quickly and effectively. The rugged single 
piece rubber body features a sealing lip and protective 
caps and is shock-proof, dirt-proof and impervious to 
engine fuel and lubricants. 

The ASORD 1062 inter-vehicle in-line adaptor will reduce 

Vertical Reversed 
Connector Block 
Available from specialist distributor Switchtec, Euroclamp's 
SVR vertical reversed connector block enables quick, efficient 
isolation of equipments and circuitry via the connector's 
design that utilises push-in female connections for power and 
signal terminations. 

The Euroclamp SVR connector blocks are available in 
lengths from two to 24 poles, in a standard flangeless 
design, or with a flange at each end for surface mounting. 
When mounted in the base part of an electronic housing, the 
SVR connector block takes all incoming power and signal 

wires, so that when 
the top half of the 
equip-ment (the 
electro-nics) is lifted 
off, the male connec
ting strip is totally 
isolated. The SVR 
connector blocks 
accept standard 
5mm pitch male 
connecting strips, 
either the vertical or 
horizontal PCS 
connector PVjH** 
-5.00, or the vertical 
pin strip PVS* * 
-5.00. 

With an insulation 
resistance of 
100MQ, a test 
voltage of 2kVrmsj 

60s, the connectors are rated at 16Aj250V according to 
EN60998, or 12Aj250V to EN61984. 

Euroclamp's SVR series are CE marked and are fully RoHS 
compliant, while UL CSA and VDE approvals are pending. 
Along with all Euroclamp products, Switchtec is able to offer 
the SVR connectors ex stock. 
www.switchtec.co.uk 
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the space needed for harnesses is 
essential for the modern military, 
which needs to be highly mobile and 
capable of deploying forces very 
quickly. The adaptor also withstands 
the harsh conditions experienced in 
military applications and through 
heavy use in the field." 

The ASORD 1062 adaptor is fully 
compatible with STANAG 4074 type 
1 plug connectors. It has copper 
alloy tin-plated contacts and nylon 

caps, with coupling being achieved via 'push pull' friction. 
It is able to withstand temperatures ranging from -55°C to 
100°C and has a maximum current rating on 1000A for six 
minutes. 
www.ttabconnectors.com 

Solid State Lighting 
Technology Solutions 
RS, a distributor of electronic components, has introduced 
solid state lighting (SSL) technology to its electronic 
product portfolio, adding over 460 new products to its 
range. 
Among the 
new lines are 
Dialight
Lumidrives's 
Colour 
Engine, 
Philips 
Lumileds's 
LUXEON K2 
and OSRAM's 
LlNEARlight 
Flex ranges. 
Dial ight-Lumidrives's Colour Engines are modular red, 
green and blue light based, which enable OEMs to easily 
construct dynamic full colour change applications using 
LED technology. The simple modular approach is ideal for 
OEMs with limited electronics capability. 
Philips Lumileds's LUXEON K2 combines advances in LED 
die and packaging technologies to deliver LEDs with 
sigificant increases in temperature capability and luminous 
flux. At 1000mA, LUXEON K2 delivers more than twice the 
light than at 350mA while maintaining lifetime, quality and 
robustness. Further features include 1500mA drive current 
capability; 185° junction temperature; 9°CjW thermal 
resistance; 70% lumen maintenance at 50,000 hours etc. 
OSRAM 's LlNEARlight Flex is an LED module on a flexible 
PCS with light emitted either at the top or at the side. 
Features include: dimmable by pulse width modulation 
(PWM); can be divided into units or their multiples with no 
loss of function in the parts; flexible installation on curved 
surfaces is possible ; minimum bending radius of 2cm; 
wide beam angle of 120° and others. 
www.rswww.com 



Qualification For 
16kbit SPI FRAM 
l\Jon-volatile ferroelectric random access memory 
(FRAM) supplier Ramtron has announced that its 
FM25C160 - a 16kbit, 5V, SPI FRAM memory device -
has been qualified to AEC-Q100 (Automotive Electronic 
Council's Stress Test Qualification for Integrated 
Circuits) standards. The FM25C160 is the third FRAM 
device to be AEC-Q10().qualified as part of its 
automotive qualification programme. Ramtron is also 
developing various FRAM configurations specified for 
the Grade 1 (-40oC to 125°C) operating range. 

The device is a direct hardware replacement for 
equivalent EEPROMs, yet it reads and writes at bus 
speeds up to 20lVlHz with virtually unlimited endurance 
(1 trillion writes), 45-year data retention and low power. 
It operates at 5V and is available in a "green" 8-pin 
SOIC package. 

The AEC
Q100 
qualification 
standard was 
established in 
1994 by the 
Automotive 
Electronics 
Council (AEC). 
The standard 
is recognised 
worldwide as a benchmark for automotive systems. 
Electronic components that meet AEC-Q100 standards 
are deemed reliable, high-quality components suitable 
for use in the harsh automotive environment without 
additional component-level qualification testing. For 
more details, visit www.aecouncil.com 
www.ramtron.com 

75W Power Resistor 
With Maximum Power 
Handling 

PRODUCTS 

Launch Of The Smallest 
ATCA Dual-Inlput Bus 
Converter 
Emerson Network Power recently 
announced the availability of the 
industry's smallest front-end power 
solution to date for use on latest
generation telecoms cards. 

The majority of existing Advanced 
Telecom Computing Architecture 
(ATCA) bus converters use a combi
nation of front-end interface and 
conversion module, consuming 
valuable board space. The new 
Artesyn dual-input ATC210 bus 
converter is a fully integrated 
solution that occupies 20-40% less 
space than competitive solutions. It combines an exceptionally small 
footprint, high power-density isolated dc-dc converter with advanced 
digitally programmable power management functions. The converter 
has a 5.9 x 4.6cm footprint and a typical full load efficiency of 89%, 
yielding a power density in excess of 4W/cm3 . 

The ATC210 bus converter is rated at 210W. It has dual inputs, 
each capable of accommodating a very wide input voltage range of 
-36V to 72V, and generates two independent, isolated dc outputs. 
The main 12V output can deliver up to 17.5A and is intended for 
powering an on-card intermediate bus. The secondary output is for 
supplying peripheral power management circuitry; it is rated at l.8A 
and is resistor-programmable over the range 3.13V to 3.4 7V. The 
converter is equipped with 12C serial bus and direct high-speed 
interfaces for monitoring, reporting and digital programming of fault 
thresholds. Built-in power management functions include input ~Ring, 
inrush control and transient protection. 
www.emersonnetworkpower.com 

Resistance ranges from 1Q to 100kQ, with tolerances of ±1% 
and ±5%. TCRs range less than 100ppm;oC, with maximum DC 
operating voltage of 250V and dielectric-withstanding voltage of 
1kV. Thermal resistance is 1.3°C/W from the resistor's "hot 
spot" to the package's metal flange and operating temperature 
range is -55°C to +155°C. 

Providing design engineers with an open screened substrate 
device for applications requiring superior thermal performance, 
n electronics BI Technologies SMT division has developed a 
non-moulded power resistor rated up to 75W. DeSignated the 
BHP75 series, the resistor is housed in a T0-220 opened 
screened substrate package and features an insulated tapered 
venturi bonded to the substrate for maximum heat dissipation. 
The design of the BHP75 series resistor allows utilises all three 
methods of heat dissipation, including conduction through the 
heat sink tab, radiation from the resistor surface and convection 
through the venturi element. 

The BHP75 device complements BI Technologies's MHP 50W 
T0-220 and MHP 100W T0-247 power resistors. 
www.atmel.com 

Typical applications for the BHP75 resistor include higher 
wattage switch-mode power supply circuits, motor control and 
drive circuits, inverters and industrial power equipment. 
The BHP75 series resistors are rated for 75W power dissipa
tion at tab temperature maintained at 25°C or less than 75W. 
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Website Directory 
To reserve your website space phone Matthew Oawe 01322 611261 

or email matthew.dawe@nexusmedia.com 

Alpha Wire 

wwwoxtraguardocom 
Leading supplier of advance 
solutions and service in wire, 
cabling and tubing, Alpha Wire 
International, has announced the 
launch of a new website dedicated 
solely to its range of hazard
matched cables, XTRA 0 GUARD® 
that provide extreme perfonmance for extreme environments. The new website 
www.xtraguard.com represents an industry fll-st for a website dedicated solely to a single 
brand of cable. The site offers an intuitive selection aid to help engineers correctly specify 
cable for their application's extreme environment 

BVM 
wwwobvm-storeocom/ 
Suppliers of computer boards and systems 
for embedded application. Comprehensive 
ranges of standard boards and systems are 
described on the website together with a 
family of ultra slim panel PCS for Kiosk and 
infonmation display systems. 

In addition the company offer a 
customisation service for both CPU and I/O boards and complete assembled systems. 
Typical applications range for point of sale tenminals to traffic management systems. 
Call 01489 780144 to discuss your system requirements or email saleS@bvmltd.co.uk. 

BVM Limited 
Hobb Lone, Hedge End, Southampton, S030 OGH 

Conford 
Electronics 

wwwoconfordelecoco.uk 
Lightweight portable battery/mains 
audio units offering the highest technical 

---." ...... ...., ........ 
r, 
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perfonmance. Microphone, Phantom L..:;-=~:::.::::::::::.I:::-:::,::-=-=-==-=-. _______ ----, 
Power and Headphone Amplifiers. 
Balanced/unbalanced signal lines with extensive RFI protection. Specialists 

DB Technology 

www.dbtechnology.co.ukl 
Anechoic chamber and open area test site. 
o Compliance Tests 
o Fixes included. FCC Listed. 
o Flexible hourly booking available. 
o Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests. 

-...... 

Beta Layout Ltd " .... " 
www.pcb-pool.com 
The Best Value Online PCB Prototyping 
Service Available: 
Instant on line quotations & ordering (no 
pre registration). 
We offer the following: 
o No minimum quantity. 0 No tooling 
charges. 0 No drill Limitations . • I to 6 

... _---
... :=-=-~~ 

layers (prototype quantities) 0 2 layers ( small production batches) • Fr4,1.6mm.35 
um,HASL (Pb free/RohslWeee) 0 Soldern'1ask / Silkscreen (optional) • Leadtimes from 2 -8 
working days 0 Full DRC on all orders ( we manually check every file !!O. • PCB-POOL@ 
accepts direct outputs from 15 major layout softwares (see our website (or details) 
Download our fully functional PCB LAYOUT software FREE of charge. 
Free Phone : 0800 3898560 

Class-d Design 
Limited 
www.class-d.com 
Established to give a cost effective solution to 
audio, lighting, general electronic design and 
manufacture for the leisure, commercial, 
industrial, domestic markets. Linear and Class- '---'-:.._-_-__ . _-=_- ........ :=-.. =_~ _ __ _ 
d design amplification including PFC power supplies. Full design through to manufacture 
and installation. 
o Manufacturing equipment 0 Plastic injection moulding 0 Die-casting 0 Surface Mount 
production 0 Full volume manufacturing 0 Supplying sound systems 0 Energy saving 0 

Lighting systems 0 LED lighting 0 Fluorescent Lighting ballasts 

DataQuest 
Solutions Ltd 
www.dqsolutionsoco.uk 
As specialists in the supply of ultra high
speed instrumentation cards for the PC and 
industrial chassis, we provide an advanced 
product range with the following features: 
• PCI, PCI-X, PCI-express & PXI fonmats. 

._ ",c-__ .. ~_~_~ __ """~ _ ___ 7 __ • 

. ,--------~-"..-

o Signal capture (ND) with sampling rates up to 500M samples/sec. 
o Simultaneous sample and hold with up to 16 bits resolution. 
o Wavefonm generation (D/A) to 125 million samples per second. 
o Digital I/O and pattern generation for a wide range of logic levels. 
o Storage of data to deep on-board RAM or PC memory. 
o Fully portable systems for many types of card. 

Designer 
Systems Co 
www.deslgnersystems.co.uk 
Electronic product design company with ~~. 
over a decade of experience promoting 
it's own product range and designing and 
manufacturing innovative products for 
client companies/individuals. 



Future Technology 
Devices 
International Ltd 
www.ftdichip.com 
<httpjlwvvw.ftdichip.com> Future Technology 
Devices Intemational (FTDI) Ltd. are specialists in providing IC devices and modules which 
allow for interfacing legacy peripherals to Universal Serial Bus (USB). We offer the easiest 
route to USB migration by combining USB-Serial (USB-RS232) and USB-FIFO silicon 
solutions with our ready-to-go royalty tree USB drivers 
<httpjlwww.ftdichip.comlFTDrivers.htm> . FTDI's "total" solutions offer reduced 
development and debug costs and a fast time to market 
Call us on 0141 4292777 or email salesl@ftdichip.com 

Hammond 
Electronics A1HAMMOND 

W MANU&1CTURING ,., 

www.hammondmfg.com 
Hammond Electronics is one of the world's leading manufacturers of small plastic, die-cast 
and metal enclosures for use in the professional and hobbyist electronics, electrical and allied 
sectors. The well-known Eddystone range of die-cast aluminium enclosures is a Hammond 
brand. In the UK product is available ffom the company itself or a number of major 
catalogue and specialised enclosure distributors. Visrt www.hammondmfg.com 
to see the full range of products and to download PDF and AutoCAD files 
of each unit; for specifiC technical information or to place an order, call 01256 812812. 

MicroRobotics 
www.microrobotics.co.uk 
Micro-Robotics is a Cambridge-based 
manufacturer of custom and off-the-shelf ... _-- ........ .... 
embedded control solutions and =.::.:.:-.=:~=- :=;;::.::=.':"" 
components. The company's VM-I credrt- .. .. .. .. _ 
card-sized control computer is ideal for a ::~~':.. z..' _--:..:'~-~ 
wide range of applications. ------
When used with the Micro-Robotics proprietary Venom-SC object-oriented 
programming language, the VM-I controller can handle analogue and digrtal 1/0, graphical 
user interfaces, communication protocols, data and text files and many other functions. 
This combination of powerful processor, easy to use application software and 
comprehensive 1/0 resources will make the VM-I highly suitable for applications such as 
intelligent instnuments, hand-held devices, industrial automation and process control 
systems, security systems and similar other applications. 

Spellman High 
Voltage Electronics 
Corporation 

www.spellmanhv.com 
Spellman High Voltage Electronics Corporation is the world's leading independent 
manufacturer of high voltage dc power supplies, X-ray generators, and Monoblock® X-Ray 
Sources. Established in 1947, Spellman is a tnusted supplier to the medical, industrial and 
scientific communrties, serving diverse applications such as: CT Scanning Bone Densrtometry, 
Non-Destnuctive Testing Analytical X-Ray, Ion Implantation, E-Beam Lithography, Explosive 
Detection/Baggage Screening Telecommunications, Mass Spectrometry, Electrophoresis, and 
numerous others. Spellman's IS0900 I :2000 & 1400 I certified, vertically-integrated, global 
facilrties encompass over 250,000 5(. ft of manufacturing space. Spellman's product line sets 
the industry standard for high voltage innovation 

FTT 
www.ftt.co.uk/PICProTrng.html 
m (a Microchip Consultant Partner & 
Training Partner) has developed a range of 
courses - both distance leaming and 
instnuctor led - covering Assembly and C 
Programming of PIC 16, PIC 18, PIG4 and 
dsPIC microcontrollers. For each 
processor family there are both C and 

• 
~:=;;~.Ji .. 
- .. --_ .. _-

Assembly programming courses at ·FOUNDATION LEVEL & • INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
For information about these courses, advanced courses and workshops such as: • Advanced 
C Embedded & Real Time Programming· TCP/IP & Ethemet 'USB 'CAN 'DSP 'Motor 
Control • programming using Real Time Operating Systems such as uCOSII, CMX & Salvo 
and 'other microcontrollers, please inquire. 
Tel: 020 8669 0769 Email: pictrng@ftt.co.uk 

Microchip 
Technologies 
http://www.microchip.com/ 
Microchip Technology Inc. is a leading 
provider of microcontroller and 
analogue semiconductors, providing 
low-risk product development lower total system cost and faster time to market for 
thousands of diverse customer applications worldwide. Microchip designs, manufactures, 
and markets a variety of high performance components for high volume, cost-effective 
embedded control solutions, including 8- and 16-brt PIC® microcontrollers; dsPIC® 
digrtal signal controllers; development kits; serial EEPROMs, more than 350 mixed-signal 
analogue and interface products; KEELOQ secure data transmission products; and the 
PowerSmart® family of smart battery management products. Microchip's product 
solutions feature compact size, integrated functionalrty, and ease of development. 

Proteus Design 
Suite 
www.labcenter.co.uk 
The Proteus Design Surte from Labcenter 
Electronics Ltd provides a unified development 
environment for the professional electronics 
engineer. From schematic capture, through 

• . @: 

simulation to PCB design Proteus delivers a cost-effective solution designed to streamline the 
development lifecycle and reduce the time to market. Proteus also includes the worlds first 
schematic based microcontrollersimulation technology, allowing you to test and debug your 
microcontrollerapplication alongside any analog and digital electronics connected to rt. This 
enables parallel development reduces costy prototyping revisions, 
simplifies testing and saves both time and money. Wrth free support direct from the 
program authors, the Proteus Design Surte is the total solution, from concept to completion. 

Surplectronics 
www.surplectronics.com 
Surplectronics is a brand new electronics 
components e-Store wrth a difference. We 
specialise in popular electronic components 
from leading manufacturers at rock bottom 
prices that you won't find elsewhere. 

New lines are anriving every day and 

, , 
......-,-. 

many of our products are one-off specials that may not be repeated. 
Our products are all new, unused and are fully guaranteed. Ordering is simple, with UK 

shipment free for orders over £50 and payment is completed credit card. Goods are 
shipped that day for prompt delivery. 
Surplectronlcs - serious about surplus. Tel: 0870 850 5258 

Colour screen shot and text is just £350 + vat for 12 months 

www.electronicsworld.co.uk 



aVE 7SING . 

ARTICLES WANTED 

TOP PRICES PAID 
For all your valves, 

tubes, semi conductors 
and ICs. 

Langrex Supplies Limited 
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP 

TEL: 020 8684 1166 FAX: 020 8684 3056 

ANSMANN ENERGY (UK) LIMITED 
Units 19/20, Maple Park, Essex Road, 

Hoddesdon, Herts. ENll OEX. UK 
Tel: +44 (0) 870 609 2233 
Fax: +44 (0) 870 609 2234 
Email: info@ansmann.co.uk 

Web: www.ansmann.co.uk 

COMPONENTS WANTED 

Components wanted 
Excess/Surplus 

www.mushroom.co.uk 
01234 363611 

will collect anywhere in Europe 
Instant Cash Settlement 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT & MANUFAaUR 

De~igri SeUl.ices~~ 
. Switch Mode P-ower. Supply' DeSJ..(~Dfiitlli::.!!J(!ffi ) 
" P?wer facto,li C~rrection ,DeSig.'~~k£t~,V ... ,. 
" Llneali &: SWitching Amp.I.~,fe~"d~slgnjl~ :" ;.~ 

, p. rO .. te .. cti.n9. I!) ... L.ell.t .... c~.a: ... iT .... pr.6 .. e .. e:r.,~. y~.;.~.~. '·: .. '')'l .. D. . I , Proauci~lg YOUR.~Rroau~~~~ . ! f 

.: .~~~d~ice .;{" . I~ .. 

~F~East pri~in9 8{.:.~~IH~h·" ~I~~ 
...
. , Engl!leenn~ ~ Testl~g ~rog.ran~n'le .J ~ !<: 
", Global Logistics & Dlstnbutlon 1 

rr www,class-d,com or Telephone (01623 654 080) 

I I !!~!!lr!9rtf!f 
EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
II REAL TIME SYSTEMS DESIGNr DEVELOPMENT & TESTING 

II DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING - TMS320, SHARCr Dsp56K 

II DEVICE DRIVERS, BSPsr LIBRARI ES r FIRMWARE 

II SAFETY CRITICAL TO S I L3 r MISRA-C:2004, POSlXr V XW ORKS 

II VME, cPCI, PC104 OR CUSTOM HARDWARE 

Tel : 01293 817635 
Web: www.harmonicss.co.uk 
Email : sales@harmonicss.co.uk 

Premium quality at 
a competitive price 

ENCLOSURE DESIGN PCB MANUFAaURE 

I.R(ATIVE flRODUCl ['11 ,ION 

FOR SALE 

= ==== c:::l ~ c:::l r '\ .~,. 7 •••• _ ~ • "' •• ,r •• ___ ~ ,.. ,.. ~ -"'1 
_ •• __ '-- I r~ L..II I t :=> 

PCB DESIGN & MANUFACTURE 
for both th Hobbyist and Professional 
pca. de.lgned .nd produced from: 

• Note. • Schem.tlc. • Speclflc.tlon. 

• Oe.crlptlon. • Print - oute • Oerbera 

A val/able With or without component assembly 

* FREE * PCB PROTOTYPE With Qu.ntlty Ord.,. 



IIAIN Pmt.d CIrcuIt Boards 
www.rak.co.uk - data@rak.co.uk 

24 Hour Service 
Quality Prototype and Small Quantity 

Printed Circuits Fast 

Single Sided • Double Sided 
Multi Layer • PIFE • RoHS Compliant 

Silver & Gold • SMD Assembly 

Unit 12, Shirehill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, 
Essex CB 11 3AQ 

I 

Tel: 01799 526227 Fax: 01799 525107 i 

POWER SUPPLIES 

The World's Leading Independent 
Manufacturer of High Voltage DC 

Power Supplies, X-Ray Generators, 
& Monoblock X-Ray Sources. 

Let Us Transform Your Ideas Into Reality. 

Broomers Park, Unit #14 ~I' S Re II m a n~ 
Broomers Hili lane Pull borough 

West Sussex, RH20 2RY, England e HghVoIlOsoEhxtroolcsCorpo'nlion 

Tel: +44(0) 1798 877000 ' ~L~L 
Fax: +44(0) 1798 872479 ~'CE 

Email: Sales@SpelimanHV.co.uk -~ 

From ~n~WIIiiilI"" 
Tum·key product design, re·design (including RoHS) and 
manufacturing services to allow your business to stay 
competitive and meet your customers needs. 

• Wide development coverage 
including telecommunications, 
broadcast, industrial, automotive, 
white goods and commercial. 

• Industrial safety & control products. 
• GSM/GPRS teJemetry via SMS or 

data (TCP/IP) for M2M. 
• GPS enabled systems for asset 

tracking, security or monitoring. 

• Ethemet/WiFI telemetry . 
• Broadcast audio & video routing 

and interfadng systems. 
• Automoove audio visual, 

security and accessories. 
• RobotiCS for education or 

the hobbyist. 
• ProfesSional DVD and network 

video player accessories. 

email sales@designersystems.co.uk 
tel/fax +44 CO) 1872223306 
web www.designersystems.co.uk 

Designer 
Systems~ MICROCHIP 

Consultant PrOijl"am 3'JJ ~ ;.',1;,d Member 

tAPE REEliNG & SERVlCE_ 

SMD TAPING & 
REELING SERVICES 

Tel: 00 44 (0)1582 412323 
Email: sales@actioncircuits.com 

www.actioncircuits.com 

DEVIC/lJ PROGlfMM/f'VI 
I 

SERVICES j 

action circuits 
(U K) LI M I TE 0 

device programming & reeling specialists 

I.C. PROGRAMMING 
& LASER MARKING 

SERVICES 

Tel: 0044 (0)1582412323 
Email: sales@actioncircuits.com 

www.actioncircuits.com 

PCB AllANUFAUURE: 

-. POWER 

TOROIDAL 
TRANSFORMERS 

® Product Range 10va - 6kva 

® Short Lead Times 

® Large or Short Production Runs 

® Very Fast Prototype Service 

® All products manufactured in UK 

TIGER TOROIDS I.TD 
Unit 5 Pulham Market Hall, 

Station Road, Pulham Market 
Diss, Norfolk, IP21 4XF 

Tel: 01379 608 868 
Fax: 01379 608 871 

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN 
Switched Mode PSU 

Power Factor Correction 
designed to your specification 

Tel/Fax: 01243 842520 
e-mail: eugenjus@cix.co.uk 

Lomond Electronic Services 

-. - MICROCONTROLLER 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
• Microcontroller Softwares 
• PC I Palmtop Softwares 
• Many Years of experience 

Professional Approach 
• Latest Development Tools 
PLA ELECTRO APPLIANCES (P) LTD 

PCB MANUFACTURE 

VISIT PCB-VALUE.CO.UK FOR 

• REAL-TIME QUOTES CALCULATOR 
• LOW COST, EVEN FOR SMALL QUANTITIES 
·A QUALITY SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST 
·ON-LiNE PURCHASING OPTION 
.PCB LAYOUT DESIGN 

~E~N~L~JJ 
UMITID 

UNIT 39, LANSDOWN IND. EST 
CHELTENHAM , GLOS, GL51 8PL 

TEL: 01242 587700 



Products & Services 
ADVERTISING ENQUIRES CONTACf MATIHEW ON 01322611 261 

- Prototypes at a fraction of the cost 

- Tooling and setup included 

- Industry standard quality 

- Any contour 

wnh first order 
(while stocks lasl) 

SERVICES 

FOR SALE 

Follow up Services Runs -

CAM/CAD Consulting -

ONUNE Quotations -

ISO-Approved -

Agilent/HP3561 A 

Dynamic Signal Analyser 

£1600.00 Inc. VAT 

Excellent working Order 

Good Cosmetic Condition 

Operator & Service Manual 

90 Day Warranty 

Tel: +44(0)1454 315432 
Email: sales@jelavender.fsnet.co.uk 

TRANSFORMER MANUFAaURE 

NEW 

Our new East European production plant for 
medium to high volume production is now fully 

operational. 

We are pleased to offer an end to end solution for 
wire wound components Via a UK based company 

02 . • ~ Ni mrod Wd V, E.J.!lt Dor!.~t Tr th: P.u k. 
Win bornt: Do rst:t. OH2 1 7SH. 

Tel: 0120287 2101 Fa : 01 102 81 20 87 
E-I\'lail: sales@amomatiN indillgs,co..uk 

Web: \f\ .automatic-windinl:S.co.uk 

SURPLUS COMPONENTS FOR SALE 

new parts @ surplus prices 

www.surplectronics.com 



MOBILE: 
E:UROPE: 

www.ll1obileeuro e.co.uk 



WHAT BETTER CHOICE ? • 
FOR QUALITY, PERFORMANCE & AFTER SALES SERVICE 

PRODIG 1+ PRODIG 2 Me 577 

ALBAN ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

Alban THE PROMAX SERVICE CENTRE 
6 Caxton Centre, Porters Wood, St. Albans, Herts, AL3 6XT. 

TEL : 01727 832266 FAX: 01727 810546 
www.albanelectronics.co.uk info@albanelectronics.co.uk 

SALES + SERVICE + CALIBRATION 


